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Juniors Get Rings And Kisses At Ceremony Tonight
Mistletoe For
Those Missing
Ring Ceremony

Farley, Prominent Men Here For
Postoffice Dedication January 22
Maybank, Byrnes,
Smith Among Men
Slated To Come

Santa Claus
Will Be There
In Full Color

Tiger Gridsters Leave For
Cotton Bowl Christmas Day

General Public
Also Invited

Anderson Motorcade Committee
Invites Clemson Men To Join
Dallas-Bound Group Next Week

Mrs. Carrie R. Goodman, postmaster of Clemson, announced today
that Postmaster
General
The Anderson Junior Chamber of Commerce has exJames A. Parley would come to
tended
an invitation to Clemson students and alumni
Clemson on January 22 to dedito join the huge South Carolina motorcade which will
cate the new $90,000 Clemson post
head for Dallas and the Cotton Bowl leaving Anderson
office. The Postmaster General,
on Friday morning, December 29.
Mrs. Goodman said, would be acJAMES A. FARLEY
Special arrangements being made by an "On to
companied by the Second AssisDallas" committee in Anderson, with the cooperation
tant Postmaster General, Ambrose
of state-wide Jaycee organization, will include enterCConnell, and Fourth
Assistant
tainment for the motorcade "crowd" all the way, and
Postmaster General, s. W. Purdum
planned activities at Dallas.
and Austin Latimer, executive asClemson men interested in the motorcade have been
sistant to the postmaster general.
At Clemson, Mr. Parley and his
urged to contact the Anderson Jaycee through the Angroup are to be welcomed by the
derson Independent, morning newspaper.
members of the South Carolina
Postmasters Association,
led by
George Chaplin, city editor of
Greenville and president of the
association, and by Dr. Enoch W. the Greenville Piedmont, and ediSikes, president of Clemson, and tor of the Tiger in 1935, last week
J C. Littlejohn, business mana- conducted the first in a series of
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president, anger of Clemson, and by the entire
news clinics for members of the
nounced this week that the Christboard of trustees
of Clemson
Everybody from South CaroTiger staff.
college.
mas holidays will be extended until
tin to New York has heard
Wayne
Freeman,
and
Yancy
Invitations to attend the dedimidnight .January 3, 1940, so that
about the Clemson Country
cation, Mrs. Goodman stated, would Gikerson, staff reporters for the
Gentlemen football Tigers, Dr.
students will have time to return
Piedmont,
accompanied
Chaplin
be extended to Governor Burnet R.
Enoch W. Sikes said this week
from the Cotton Bowl in Dallas behere
and
acted
as
assistants
in
the
Maybank, Senator James F. Byrafter returning with Business
fore
classes.
nes, Senator Ellison D. Smith, to discussions.
manager J. C. Littlejohn, ProChaplin discussed news writing
The complete announcement folthe Senate and House of Reprefessor
W.
W.
Klugh
and
J.
B.
sentatives of South Carloina, the in general and analyzed the stories
lows:
Douthit, member of the Clemdistrict
judges,
Congressman which were written for the Tiger
son board of trustees, irom a
The Christmas holidays will
Butler B. Hare of Saluda, Con- last week, pointing out the errors
visit to the northern Clemson
extend from 12 Noon, Wednesgressman Joseph R.
Bryson of and suggesting corrections.
alumni chapters.
day, December 20, 1939, to 12
The clinic was the first group
Greenville,
former Congressman
"Everybody we
saw was
P. M. Wednesday, January 3,
news
class
for
the
Tiger
staff
since
John C. Taylor of Anderson, and
familiar with the record of our
1940.
the South Carolina branch of the J. Cornish Wilkinson was editor of
team, Dr. Sikes said. "In PhilaProfessors wttl report aU abNational Federation of Post Of- the publication in 1938. The staff
delphia, I met a man on the
sences on December 19 and 20
fice Clerks, led by Ernest Meggs of for the last two years has been
elevator who remarked that
trained entirely b3' senior Tiger
and January 4 and 5. Use the
Mullins.
you are playing football down
men.
regular absence forms for this
Mrs. Goodman said Dr. Sikes
there this year."
Earl Mazo, editor of the Tiger,
purpose.
had arranged to have the 2,100 said that the clinics will be conWe got a service station
Any student who is absent
cadets of Clemson hold a formal ducted for the rest of this semesoperator out of bed about three
from any class or laboratory on
dress parade for Mr. Farley, and ter. Some of the men who will
o'clock to get some gasoline,
the two days immediately prethat an official breakfast would be handle the classes are Harry Ashand
when
he found out
ceding or the two days following
held at Clemson in Mr. Farley's more, feature writer for the Greenthat we were from Clemthe holiday period will be drophonor.
ville News, and members of the
son he stopped a minute and
ped from the subject, unless
Other guests at the exercises, editorial staffs of the Anderson
said, 'the Clemson Tigers—now
the absence is due to sickness
over which Dr. Sikes will preside, Independent and the Anderson
there's a football team for
or one of the other officially
will include Paul Younts of Char- Daily Mail.
11
you.'"
authorized reasons
lotte, national
president of the
Postmasters' Association; the district postal inspectors; O. E. Myers
of Atlanta, district manager of the
Civil Service Commission; M. H.
Ackerman inspector in charge of
the Atlanta district and a Clemson
alumnus; Frank Shumate of Atlanta; Taylor H. Stukes, of Manning, chairman of the South CarDr. John Swin, of the Furman
olina Democratic Committee; Jack
university faculty, led a discussion
Page of Gallivants Ferry, chairman
W. B. Aull, vice dean of the
of the Yougn Democrats of South school of agriculture, announced on the desirability and possibility
Professor Alester G. Holmes, popof American neutrality at a joint
Carolina; the county officials and
ular member of the faculty of the
today that examinations will be
chairmen of the Democratic Party
meeting of the Clemson and G. W.
school of general science, has been
in Oconee, Pickens, Greenville, and held for positions in the United C. International Relations clubs
Anderson counties; Dr. P. S. Mc- States Department of Agriculture Tuesday night in the YMCA club- invited into Sigma Tau Epsilion the
Collum of Clemson. president of
school's honorary fraternity as a
(he
Democratic
convention of
faculty member.
A consolidated Civil Service exAmong those present from the
Pickens county, and all the school amination for junior professional
Professor Holmes is undergoing
children of Oconee
and Pickens positions in the TJ. S. Department woman's college were Blanche Rivthe formal initiation this week and
enbark,
Gerda
Prevost,
Elizabeth
counties.
of Agriculture, given a trial for the
Also invited will be Roger Peace first time last year, has worked so Scarborough, Jacqueline Campbell, will be given the final rites during
of Greenville, Wilton E. Hall of successfully that the Civil Service Hans Einstein, Gene Hunt, Margie the early part of next week.
Anderson, and MacDavid Horton, Commission is expected to make Husson, Margaret Sparks, Vivian
Said Arthur Williams, fraternity
James C. Derieux, Sam Latimer, the examinations, offering nearly Klauber, Dot Burton, Margaret president, "Professor Holmes is a
Briggs, Emma Lee Stokely, Julia part of our lives at Clemson. His
and George Buchanan of Colum- 30 options, an annual affair.
bia.
Under the plan graduating sen- Taylor, Ruth Templeman, Mary classes are among our most pleasMrs. Goodman said the general iors from Clemson who pass the Louthan, Louise Pletemeyer, and ant experience and our fraternity
was incomplete without him."
public also was invited to atend examination will be eligible for ap- Mrs. Claire Smith Lucius.
After the meeting the group was
pointment about July 1, according
Other faculty members are Prothe dedeciation and the parade.
The new Clemson postoffice, re- to Dean Aull. Announcement of guest of the YMCA at a showing fessors Kinard, Lane, Kelly, Ward
and Bradley.
8
cently completed,
is located on the consolidated examination will of the "Great Waltz".
property donated to the
Federal be made by the Civil Service ComGovernment by Clemson college, mission about January 1, and the
and in the near future, it is to examination will be given about
have a mural by John Carroll, one two months earlier than last year.
In this way the graduating stuof the nation's leading artists.
dents will know if they are eligible
The postmaster general and the
for appointment before school clostwo assistant postmaster generals es.
will arrive in Clemson early on
The junior professional positions
the morning of January 22 and pay a starting salary of $2,000 a
The first step in ansvering the will include: a definite standard
after the dedication will proceed year and offer good opportunity
to Atlanta. That evening at Clem- for advancement for capable work- long-unanswered question of Clem- graduate (senior year) will be elison ring standardization was taken gible for rings.
son. Mrs. Goodman and Mrs. D. E. ers, declares Dean Aull.
The notice sent to senior archiExaminations will be given dur- this week by Professor R. E. Lee
Barnette wil lgive a reception for
tects competing in design was as
ing the latter part of February or and his alumni ring committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Austin Latimer, who frist of March in the following junThe committee, headed by Pro- follows:
"The purpose of this competition
are old friends.
ior grades: administrative techni- fessor Lee, is sponsoring a seniorcian, agricultural economist, agro- architect project in design. The is to provide a group of individual
nomist, animal breeder, biologist, design selected will be submitted designs of class rings, all based
chemist,
engineer,
entomologist, to Clemson's board of trustees in on the same requirements, from
forester, information assistant, li- March, and final steps will be taken which to select one design which
will then remain as the Standard
brarian, meteorologist, olericultur- then.
Last June Clemson's alumni as- Clemson College Ring. This ring
ist, plant breeder, poultry husbandman, range examiner, rural soci- sociation appointed the alumni ring will then be made available only
ologist, social psychologist, soil commmittee, on suggesion from the to those students, who in the beThis edition winds up
scientist, statistician, textile tech- board of trustees. On the com- ginning of the second semester of
Tiger publication for the
mittee with Professor Lee are: their Senior year can present sufnologist, and veterinarian.
Last year the register of eligible Business Manager J. C. Littlejohn, ficient evidence by way of credits
year 1939.
applicants was almost exhausted Professor W. W. Klugh, Goode to guarantee their graduation that
The next Tiger will be
for veterinarians, engineers, and Bryan of Greenville, and F. R. year. In this way, rings will only
administrative technicians. Demand Sweeney of Charleston.
be granted to those students who
distributed Thursday evefor Junior professional workers is
RECOMMENDATIONS
actually complete all the requirening Jan. 11, 1940.
expected to continue in 1940.
8
The committee's recommendation ments necessary to obtain a B. s.

Tiger Editors,
Reporters Hear
Chaplin At Meet

Yankees Tell
Sikes About
Football Team

Civil Service
Offers Many Ag
Jobs This Year

Extra Holiday
Given For Bowl

Swain Addresses Holmes Tapped
Joint IRC Meet Into Sigma
Tau Epsilon

Tigers Arrive
Before Eagles
On Christmas day at 1 p. m., the
roaring
Clemson Tigers
from
Bengaltown will embark upon their
1300 mile journey to Texas to play
the New Year's day Cotton Bowl
classic against the Boston College
Eagles.
The Country Gentlemen
will arrive in Dallas late in the
afternoon of the 26th, leaving five
days before the kickoff in which
to practice and get accustomed to
the climate. The Eagles will arrive at the scene of the conflict
a day or two later, not leaving
their campus until the day after
Christmas.
The Tigers have been practicing
constantly since the latter part of
last week when it was first learned that the team had received the
invitation. Head Coach Jess Neely,
at that time in Roanoke, Virginia
at a Southern
Conference convention, was notified by the bowl
officials, but declined to give
an
answer until
he had asked his
players their opinions in the matter. By long distance phone call
Neely learned that the players were
unanimously in favor of accepting,
and immediately wired the bowl
officials Clemson's willingness to
play.
Light workouts were begun at
once, mainly to ease the gridders
back into the old grind. Then, a
few days later, when Coach Neely
returned, heavy practice was started, and preparation for the bowl
game was begun in earnest.
The
Clemson team will practice on
through
the holidays and will
spend Christmas day on the train,
en route to Dallas.
As far as the record show, the
two teams are about on an equal
plane, with Boston College having
the slight edge in number of
touchdowns scored. The Eagles have
won nine games and lost one. The
Tigers have won eight games and
also lost one. Boston beat Temple
10-0, St. Joseph 20-6,
Lebanon
Valley 45-0, St. Anselem 28-0, Auburn 13-7, Holy Cross 14-0, Kansas
State 38-7, Boston University 19-0.
and Detroit 28-6. The only loss or
year was against the University of
Florida, 7-0. Clemson's only loss
was that incurred in the game with
Tulane, when the Greenies came
out ,on top by one point.
Old Man injury, that old jink
of football,
will
probably be
benched at the game since no players from either team are seriously incapacitated, prom the lair of
the Bemgals, it was learned that
every player was in tip-top condition, only a' few minor bruises
and scratches being reported. The
Yankee Eagles, according to coach
Leahy, have two men on the injured list at present, but both will
be ready for duty by January 1st.
The Eagles,
using the
Notre
Dame system of play, will depend
almost entirely upon deception to
do the ground
gaining,
while
Clemson
Tigers, sole owners and
proprietors of All-American Banks
M'Fadden; All-Southerns Blalock,
Cox, and Fritts, and other stars
such as Shad Bryant, Joe Payne,
and Charlie
Timmons, will have
upon a mixture of power and deception plays to rely on

JOE SHERMAN
DRUMMER RECOGNIZED—The Clemson Gridiron Country Gentlemen have been beating the opponents on the playing field, and
Publicity Director, Joe Sherman, has been beating the drums for
the team and its individual stars. The Tiger this week editorially
gives credit to Sherman for much of the national recognition which
the Tigers and its stars have receiven.

Sherman Honored By Tiger And Taps;
Accteimed For Good Publicity Job
In reoognition for "extra-fine
publicity service this fall,"
the
Tiger and Taps this week presented Joe Sherman, popular Clemson
news burua bureau director, an.
eight millimeter Keystone motion
picture projector.
Editors Earl Mazo of Tiger and
Vic Wray of Taps said, in making the presentation, "we appreciate
Joe's service to Clemson this year.
Sports editors have told us that

Junior Vestry
At Holy Trinity

Chapin Presents
International
Carnegie Program

Committee Acts On Ring Question

Next Tiger Be
Published On
January 11th

Hartley Wins
Essay Contest
Of Local Frat

At the supper meeting of Episcopal Students,
meeting
jointly
with the Vestry of Holy Trinity,
Wednesday evening, a Junior Vestry of twelve student members
was elected
to effect a compre"Fluorescent Lighting", an essay
hensive organization
among the
two hundred Episcopal students at by Jack Hartley, was announced to
be the best of the twelve entered
Clemson.
in the local Tau Beta Pi contest.
This group will
meet each This essay will be entered in the
month to discuss issues and mat- national Tau Beta Pi contest which
ters vital to our student religious closes December 31.
activities and life.
The essays, required of the initiCadets W. D. Anderson and M. ates by the constitution of the Tau
I. Jenkins, student members
of Beta Pi, are not limited in subject
the Vestry of Holy Trinity, and in matter, but must be about fifteen
this manner will bring all repre- hundred words in length. The
sentations of student life directly Purpose is to promote outside reto the attention of the Vestry of search in any subject in which the
Holy Trinity.
initiate is interested.
This step has been taken to ef- j The initiates recently inducted
feet the closest possible unity of into the local chapter are: F. F.
action between student and resi-! Gray, S. C. Hunt, H. L. Cook, A. D.
dent membership of Holy -Trinity, i Sutton, F. J. Perna, D. P. Darwin,
The aim of the Vestry is that the J. J. Harper, W. C. Wearn, D. W.
Episcopal men shall
be an in-1 Smith, J. C. Hartley, W. L. Richtegral part of the total member- i bourg, and T. Richardson.
ship of the Parish. Supper was j
served to approximately a hun-'
dred students. The wives of
the |
Vestry
assisted Mrs. Veale in
serving.

ARCHITECTS TO SUBMIT DESIGNS FOR STANDARD RING

degree from Clemson College. This
will serve to make the ownership
of such a ring more desirable and
worthwhile. A preliminary sketch
will be submitted and from this
group a selection will be made for
further development.
"The following are the requirements;
1. Three views of the ring are
to be shown, and a template will
be provided to establish the size
of these views.
2. The designs are to be rendered, reproducing the actual color
of the gold in so far as is possible.
3. The following are to be incorporated in the design:
a. State or College seal.
b. Symbol for each
of the
schools in the college;
design; only students who will

Joe was invaluable to them, and
that his publicity methods were an
important factor in Clemson's football success."
The staffs of the two publications combined contributions with
a supplement from the publication
treasury funds to buy the projector.
Sherman, whose office is located
next to that of the Tiger in the
main boilding, is a member of
the Clemson publication board.

1. Agriculture; 2, Chemistry; 3.
Education; 4. Engineering; 5. General Science; 6. Textile.
(Suggestions for symbols may be
found in the librar.y)
c. Year of graduation.
d. B. S.
e. Tiger Head.
f. Military symbols — Eagle,
Crossed sabers, etc.
g. Clemson A & M. College of
South Carolina.
Note. A stone may or may not
be Incorporated in the design- If
one is used it may not be carved,
inlaid or overlaid. Classes will bf
given the option of selecting the
above design ring witn a stone or
with gold shield instead.
Types of stones—Synthetic Ruby
9 point hardness, Blue Spinelle 9
point hardness. Weight, 12.5 penny
wt. 10 Kt. Gold.

With an ample supply of rings
and girls already on hand, everything points to the most colorful
ring dance in Clemson history, Roy
Pearee, junior class president, asserted today.
With 200 girls, as many rings,
and that sweet, smooth Jungaleer
music, nothing could be better,
some 300 enthusiastic juniors are
saying.
"The ceremony will be brief and
simple," Pearee said, "but it is our
belief that it will be one of ths
most impressive yet." As in former
years Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson president, will address the
crowd briefly, explaining the symbolism of the Clemson ring and
charging the juniors to wear them
nobly and with a
realization of
their significance. The procession
will then form with
President
Pearee and the members of the
Junior Ring Commmittee with the
sponsors leading, and followed by
the members of the class In alphabetical order.
During the ceremony the Jungaleers will play a medley of sentimental music as each couple promenades through the giant replica
of the '41 class right, where they
pause as the girl places the ring
on her escort's finger and gives
him her most affectionate kiss as
an added reward.
NO BREAKS
There will be five no-breaks and
one special no-break for juniors
and their dates during the dance.
The field house is very attractively decorated for the occasion. A
clever combination of Ring motifs
and Christmas ornaments has beer,
worked out by the decorators. The
huge oval likeness of the '41 class
ring will be the central theme of
the decorations for tonight's dance.
This will be removed for the
Christmas hop and replaced with
an appropriate design.
Among the various social affairs
preceeding the dance tonight will
be the Junior Staff Club banquet
in the mess hall tonight at 8 o'clock.
Special invitations have been extended to the Ring Committee and
Junior class officers and their dates.
CHRISTMAS HOP
The Saturday night Christmas
Hop will be staged from 8:30 'till
12 o'clock, with the Jungaleers furnishing the music.
A telegram from Santa Claus to
the corps of cadets and read to
them at a noon meal earlier in the
week disclosed that Ole St. Nick
himself will be on hand in all his
glory for the Saturday night festivities, and that he will have a
surprise in his pack for every girl
attending the dance.
WINTHROP CAN'T COME
It was learned today from official sources that the "inside
Rock HiU quarantine" for Winthrop girls would not be lifted
in time for some 50 Winthrop
lassies to be here for the ring
ceremonies.
This announcement deflated
the fond hopes of many Clemson expectants and was the
subject of many bull-session
huddles.
Prices for the series are: Friday
night, informal, 9:30-2, $1.50; Saturday afternoon T dance 4:30-6,
informal, $.50; and the Saturday
night informal, 8:30-12, $1.25.
DANCE LIST .
Aleen Sanders, Ellen Carpenter, Clemson; M. C. Cantrill, Evelyn Kearse, Roekingham, >\ C: H. N. Merritt, Ann Bodie,
Trenton; John Swearingren. Connie Lanier,
Augusta, Ga.: Frank Horton, Bessie Davis, Columbia; Jack Carnes. Helen Harris, Brenau;
S.
Lancaster,
Margaret
Stroude, Spartanburg: F. L. Holley, Alstyne Brinkley. Greenwood; A. W. Cooner,
Margie Blease, Charlotte.
Claude Pool, Lil Anderson, Winthrop;
Be:i McKnight. Anne Griffin. Winthrop:
Bill Lowe. Pat Alcott, Bristol, Va.; T.
A. Beckett. Ethel Smith. Toccoa, Ga.;

An unusual program was pre(Turn to page 4)
sented by Judson Chapin at the
weekly meeting of the Carnegie
Music Society
Monday
night.
Chapin chose a selection from each
European nation engaged in the
present major conflict, and interpreted the temperement of
the
people of each by the mood exIf I ever ask you this agar.i—.
which I will not.
pressed by the composer.
Sibelius's "Finlandia"- was the
—Burtner
It will i-e a tough game.
first selection played, followed by
Beethoven's "Egmont Overature",
—Neely.
Now watch the board while I
the tone poem "L'Apres Midi Du
Faune", by Debussy, Sir Edward run through it.
Elgar's "Pomp and Circumstance
—Edwards
If you don't mind, I'll give, my
March No. 1", and Tchaikowsky's
own. qu'z.
"Fourth Symphony".
A Christmas program is being
—Hicks
prepared for the next meeting.
You'll sit there quietly and let
me push anything over on yoj
Pollard
WILSON PROMOTED
"The only
consolation
about
G. C. Wilson, of Charlotte, grad- working on this Cotton Bowl is
uate in the class of
'25, was re- that we've got only a half day's
cently
promoted to Lubricating work on Christmas day."
Engineer for
the entire eastern
—Sherman
district of Sinclair Oil company.
"Now that no-one understand*
Mr. Wilson's job is largely with we'll continue."
rMlway sales.
—Gate*
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"Use what you have, and use it well,"
Tillie Haywood told Pickens county Lions
club members last week.

The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper
Member

Associated Golle&iate Press

Show

Tillie spoke from life-long experience.

By BILL WADE

Distributor o£

Founded by class of 1907 and published weekly during the college session by students of Clemson College

A man lacking the popular Y official's
will, his determination to get along despite handicaps, couldn't speak as Tillie
spoke.

The TIGER is South Carolina's oldest college newspaper, its claim "The South's Most Interesting College Newspaper" is based on circulation, comment,
and general attitude of those who read the Tiger

Tillie has used and is using what he has.
While yet a boy ne realized that the crippled legs were useless; Tillie made up for
the deficiency—he used his head.

Gollebiate Di6est

The Tiger knows few men on the Clemson campus more sensible than Tillie Haywood. It suggests that the student developing a philosophy of life worth living
drop by for a chat with Tillie.
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We're All Justly Proud
Of The Football Team
Clemson's football team is a credit to
the school and to the state. We are proud
of it and fully realize the wonderful job
that the players are doing for South Carolina.

ASSOCIATE EDITORS:
J. Ed Schmidt, Robert B. Marshall, Frank C. Mills,
William B. Wade, Harry Acker, Manly Wright.
Sports Editor
Feature Editor
News Editor
Associate Sports Editor
Staff Photographer
Hord Stublefield, H. McCoy
Radio Editor

Clemson men in distant parts of the
land may now be even more proud of
their Alma Mater for Coach Neely's charges
have made Clemson a well-known name
throughout the country.

Reportorial: Neil Elphick, Gus Wham, Emory Smith,
George Goble** E. F. Wilson.

Help

to

from

.... Circulation Manager
.. Circulation Manager
... Advertising Manager

From Louisiana to Maryland they played and left behind them a winning record
and the reputation of playing clean hard
football.

Home

Circulation assistants: R- H. Langford, H. B. Wilson, S. E. Davis, L. T. Jones, R. C. Wiggons, F. T.
Ford, D. D. Walters, B. W. Harrison, Jr., C. L.
Appleby, H. S. Cotton, J. F. Hare.

Where they have been the school is respected and admired.

LETTERS--

Because their remarkable record brought
the school before the eyes of the nation,
"I'm from Clemson" is a phrase more to
be sought after and envied than ever.

TO AND FROM

Bill Rhyne
P. H. Adams ..
Bob Hempstead

Joe

Wright,

Sam Hassell, Robert
Advertising Assistants

Stoddard

Highway Patrol Urges
Sane, Careful Driving

The invitation to play in the Cotton
Bowl was an honor, but no more than they
deserved. We have a grand team, great
players and as fine a coach as their is.

The following note from the open
letter from the State Highway Safety
parol will be heeded by the sane and
sensible students

W're proud of them.
A. W. W.

The age old celebration of the merriest
of holidays is about to be enacted again
and in the midst of all these preparations
for a pleasurable holiday season it is particularly appropriate to make some effort
toward a safer December and safer Christmas for all.

Are Clemson's 'Flu Germs More
Aggressive Than Rock Hill's
Many years ago Ben M. Robertson, Sr.
married Mary Bowen. Ben and Mary were
the first graduates of the first class from
Clemson and from Winthrop—and ever
since Clemson and Winthrop have been
both like brother and sister and husband
and wife. The casual observer can readily see why. Winthrop ladies and Clemson
men are on the whole alike in background,
culture, and general sentiment. The majority in both schools are good South Carolinians.
The closeness, which the Tiger feels with
the student body, makes it wonder at the
wisdom of some Winthrop authorities who
this week refused to grant some 60 ladies
permission to waver a so-called "quaratine" so that they could attend the annual Junior Ring dances here.
True, the Tiger is no medical authority,
and by no means condemns Winthrop officials for any of their "stands;" but it
is trying hard to find an explanation for
this situation: the girls there in their
"quarintine" are allowed to see visitors on
the campus and their usual freedom in the
city of Rock Hill has not been take away.
The Tiger, and the 60 odd Clemson men
whose week-end may be ruined because
their dates can't come for the dances,
think there is little or less chance of contracting 'flu at Clemson than Rock Hill.
Certainly there are precautions enough
taken against the sickness here. And always receive special attention.
The Junior ring dances will be held
anyway and enjoyed.

We, of the SOUTH CAROLINA HIGHWAY PATROL, earnestly solicit your active support in this attempt to grant
Death a holiday during this finla month of
1939.
South Carolina's traffic death toll has
reached a total of 417 deaths for the first
ten months of 1939 and we might well
note that during the one month of December 1938, fifty-eight (58) lives were
lost as a result of the automobile mishap.
This month, which should be one of the
happiest of the year, is habitually marred by the highest death toll. The December death rate in this country is one-third
higher than the average for all months
and we beg the active participation of
every College and Univedsity in combating
' those multiplied motoring hazards of winter-month driving, with increased traffic
and the rush and spirit of the approaching holiday season.
The youthful driver, in relation to the
motoring accident, has proven our most
dangerous driver presenting a problem
demanding attention if we are to curb
these tragedies growing out of needless accidents.
We ask your cooperation and the devotion of some assembly period or class
room time in this plea for added driving
and walking caution. The excitment of
this vacation period with the holiday dance
and party calls for added reminders for
the boy and girl and warning may be offered as to the poorer visibility of winternight driving and the pedestrian hazard
with increased traffic.
We urge a decrease in driving speed
since common sense tells us that speed often turns a minor mishap into a serious
accident.
The pedestrian hazard is emphasized
since one-third of South Carolina's traffic fatalities involve the person on foot.
Twenty-one (21) pedestrians were killed
last December which supports the warning that this closing month holds added
dangers for those walking.
ffl

An Ail-American Combination
Neely, McFadden, And Sherman
Tiger and Taps, the reader will note
in other columns of this week's edition,
have expressed their appreciation to Joe
Sherman, dynamic Clemson publicity director, for his extra-fine job. of football
promotion this year.
These two student publications, and the
laymen who know, 'feel that Sherman's
"typewriter pounding" and his general
public relations tactics (all centered around
that little office behind the elegraph booth)
were important factors in the success of
Clemson's football team and its individual
players this year.
McFadden, beyond a doubt has the AllAmerican stuff in him, and the team is a
natural for any man's bowl—Sherman's
job was to tell folks all over the land about
McFadden and that team. And too, it was
Sherman who sold other important sports
writers and football experts on the idea
of coming out to see for themselves.
Sherman succeeded. They came and saw
and left marveling.
An important Southern sports editor
told the Tiger last week: "That combination of Neely, McFadden and Sherman
can't be beaten."

We beg your active support and a grant
of your time prior to the coming holiday
session in presenting this plea before your
students and ask that they put safety on
the list of Christmas presents to the family.
The Highway Patrol wishes all a safe
and Merry Christmas!

Our Platoon Would Make A
Fine Cotton Bowl Show
This expression by a prominent Andersonian who has no official connection with
Clemson probably sums up general South
Carolina sentiment: "It would be a sin
not to send the crack drill platoon to
the Cotton Bowl. I think that that platoon should go not only as a representative of Clemson's fine military training,
but also as an advertisement for South
Carolina."
The Tiger says "Bravo!"

; Season's Greetings
The Tiger extends to the Clemson student body, its faculty, to Clemson alumni and friends everywhere "Season's
Greetings."
In the words of the prophet: MERRY
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR.
If

— THE STAFF.

Shoot

P rotect

TOM CLEMSON

Your

Tuberc u/os/s
WHEN WE

WERE YOUNGER
By GEORGE GOBLET

(Editor's Note: Letters to and
from Tom Clemson, concerning
ANYTHING within reason, will
be printed weekly. All Clemson students and friends are
invited to contribute. Names
must be signed to letters before
they are printed, but they will
be withheld on request of the
contributor. Contributions must
be short and to the point (not
over 250 words) and they must
be in the Tiger office no later
than the Sunday morning before publication of the following week's
Tiger
Friday
evening).
REPUBLICAN
Dear Tom,

STEAM

In the Cadet Corps there is an
idea prevalent that to be a Republican you consign yourself to
the unenviable state of a scalliwag. This is due entirely to ignorance and short sightedness, and
the thing most need at Clemson
Is to show the future voters that
a two party system in South Carolina would help out tremendiously.
Republicans, whatever their peculiarities, are human. Come on
out of your shell you embryonic
statesmen and show the Democrats what we lack in numbers
can be made up in iniative. There
hasn't been a Republican lynched
In South Carolina in ages anyway,
so we are comparatively safe.
Yours sincerely,
"Deacon" Huguenin
BACKS TIGERS
MR. J. D. HARCOMBE
CLEMSON COLLEGE, S. C.
Dear Capt: I was delighted when
I heard that Clemson had been
invited to .play in
the
Cotton
Bowl. It would have been a shame
for a great team like Clemson to
have been ignored, and $ am sure
that the boys will give a good account of themselves on January
first.
We are all mighty
proud ot
Clemson's team this year, and it
the whole state will get in behind
the boys, and forget the litte S. C.
championship, maybe football will
come to the front in South Carolina. As you know, I am first ot
all for Furman, and when they
play Clemson, I will yell for Furman, but when Clemson plays anybody else I am for Clemson. However this year, I am frank to say
though, I really wanted Clemson
to win over Furman, for we had
nothing to gain by winning, and
Clemson had everything to lose. 1
think Furman did well to hold the
score as low as they did.
I don't know Coach
Neely weU
enough to write him, but I wish
you would extend my congratulations to him, and tell him that
we are all pulling for Clemson to
whip those "damn Yankees."
Yours very truly,
Kirk Allen
TOM CLEMSON—

<.

Any boy who has had the pleasure of attending a social at the
"Y" cabin on the river this year
has undoubtedly seen and used the
new tsone fireplace and table.
These were built by the "Y" and
paid for by the Sophomore Y. M.
C. A. Council.
The sophomore council's chief
aim is to help Clemson students.
They believe that by building the
grill and table they have not only
helped beautiful this popular location for socials, but also increased the enjoyment which their fellow students will derive from visits
to the cabin.
Ned Woodruff
Due
to the bowl game,
the
Christmas holidays have been extended until midnight January 3rd
in order to give cadets wishing to
attend the game a chance to go
and return
within the holiday
limit.

FIVE YEARS AGO

Friday, "Barricade"—This one is
so new that they haven't even got
out any publicity about it. The
that as Winchell would say, he
only recommendations are Warner
Baxter and Alice Faye, a strange wonders who that staff senior is
who's plotting a knotting soon.
combination that might make a
that Geove
I'm a He-Man
good team.
-—Oscar Says—
Saturday, "The Secret of Dr. Kil- Fritts hasn i oeen getting those
dare"—The newest in the line of letters from Virginia because she
Kildare stories finds Lew Ayres, the hasn't been mailing them.
adventurous young doctor, again at
—Oscar Says—
that the hop at tho Calhoun in
swords points with Lionel Barrymore, "world's greatest diagnosti- Anderson last Friday (from 9-till)
cian.'' Three pots are used to make j was so-so-so much fun. But damn
the "Secret of Dr. Kildare'' the best didn't it cost.
—Oscar Says—
in the series. Supporting Ayres and
that Bill waae'5 coots drew plenBarrymore are: Lionel Atwill, Larraine Day, Nat Pendleton, Helen ty of Stares by the Charlotte
Gilbert and Samuel S. Hinds. It's hashery last week, and he (Oscar)
Deacon
wished he
an entertaining 84 minutes worth of expects the
were already in Winthrop, for (as
anybody's time, .
Monday, "Stop Look And Love"— they say at the sister school) apAn average story about an average preciation is rare. So is Winthorp.
—Oscar Says—
small town family is kept average
that he wishes all you boys and
by an average cast, but the average
individual will like it. That seems gals the merriest of Christmases
to be the opinion of the critics in and the happiest of Cotton Bowl
a nutshell. William Frawley and new years.
—Oscar Sayg—
Minna Gombell are cast as mother
that he suggests we all get toand father while the high school
daughter is enacted by Jean Rogers. gether with Reverend McGinty and
Eddie Collins and Cora Sue Collins hold a prayer meeting in hopes
quarrentine
are the other principals. The that the Winthrop
problems of an attractive girl ham- will lift Friday.
—Oscar Says—
pered by a garrolous mother is very
that there were a lot of comeffectively staged and comes very Dlaints last week and Oscar won
near to becoming a really first rate ders if this column really is that
movie.
good.
Tuesday, "Algiers"'— Headlining
Hedy Lamarr. Since "Trade Winds"
that not the least of the many
Clemson has been referring to Hedy
gripers was the same Roy
R.
as the girl who looks like Joan Pearce. To whom
Oscar recoBennett. I don't think that will
mends a book on parliamentary
hurt Miss Lamarr's box office atprocedure.
traction in the least. "Algiers" is
—Oscar Sayg—
deserving of a second run. Charles
that he hopes that the high
Boyer as Pepe Lemoco is the second
flying juniors will remember that
reason why "Algiers" should go over
the Gables and the Taylors are
again.
WEDNESDAY, "Five Came Back" already in Hollywood and that nobody wants to watch a
second
The old story of a cosmopolitan
group shipwrecked on a desert is- classman pull any endurance contest in the ring Friday night. If
land is used as the basis for this you do, remember the old lighning
1939 airplane version. A ship down
in the Brazilian jungles with an bug.
—Oscar Says—
anarchist, a public enemy, a botanthat he's got plans aplenty for
ist, a gold digger and an eloping this week-end and he promises td
couple on board. Chester Morris bother nobody who don't bother
and Kent Taylor play the roles ol him.
pilots who have their hands full
—Oscar Says—
taking care of the assorted crew
that these lessons give Estacita
and finally getting most of them a strong lead for number one yard
back to civilization. Members of the engine.
ill-fated party include: Wendy Barrle, Joseph Galleia, Lucille Ball,
John Carradine, Allen Jenkins, C.
Aubrey Smith, and Patric Knowles.
THURSDAY, "We Are Not Alone'
It never fails to happen that we
miss the really good ones by a few
days, but it's the way they fall.
James Hilton, author of "Goodbye
Mr. Chips" has released another
best seller that has been adapted
to the particular talents of filmdom's top ranking star, Paul Muni.
It's one of the best tragedies of the
/season, and will come as a return
show if demand is great enough.

—(Vcnr Says—

that he salutes Mayor Sullivan
and the Anderson Jaysees for their
valuable publicity and interest In
the Cotton Bowl game. Anderson
is truly a Clemson town.
—Oscar Says—

that Doc MeCollum is one ol
the best all time friends Clemson
students have ever had,
—Oscar Says—

that the C. D. A., dancing classes
have finally gotten started, and
Oscar hopes they'll ban jitterbugging.
—Oscar Says—

that' he wonders whose Idea it
was to use white carnations as a
corsage this week-end. Or is the
junior class anticipating a funeral
Friday night?
—Oscar Says—

that he, Oscar is proud of Bonnie Banks too, and that's why the
Bonnie one is immune, and that
means he can do just as he likes,
cemetary hill and all.
—Oscar Says—

that Segars is planning
his
Dallas trip with a rough crowd,
Harper, Horton,
etc.,
and he,
Oscar, feels for the little one.
—Oscar Says—

that if 'twern't for his trusty Executive Arthurina, "Capt." Okuroski
*ould £ave had ^at company
marching thru mam building.
—Oscar Says—

that he isn't one to advise or
warn
Winthrop's
doctors and
deans, but if they don't find some
way for getting Clemson's gals
over here this week-end they'll
feel the pang of Oscar-enmity.
—Oscar Says—

that Ritababe can cook too, and
she can bake.
—Oscar Says—

that Harold Webb rode to Sumter Sunday to be with her and had
to bum back. The bum just couldn't let those last minutes waste.

C. R. Holt, sophomore and Tiger
—Oscar Says—
scribe, won first' place in the rethat Bill Anderson (of the Taps
cent competitive exam for appointstaff) isn't doing so bad in Greenment to West Point. This appointville these days cause his
gal's
ment makes Holt eligible to take
plenty smart, and pictures sure
the regular entrance exam to West
look good in the yearbook sponsor
Point.
section.
Yankees form club. At a recent
—Oscar Says—
meeting of all boys from above the
that Oscar's got his prize rat
Mason Dixon line a new fraternlooking into L. G. Hanna's doings,
ity, the Yankee Club, was formed
so Hanna better watch.
The object of the club will be to
give the members a chance to become acquainted with other boys,
who like
themselves, are a long
way from home
The corps chips in for loudspeking outfit. As
a result of much
work on the part of the members
of the senior class enough money
has finally been, collected to pay
for the installation of a public address system for
the mess hall.
This Innovation will save the boys
the time taken
daily in realing
the bulletin board.
Riggs Hall to be the site of gala
show. The engineering and architecture students will hold their bi- an organ effect
from the band
WHAT DO YOU WANT FOR CHRISTMAS?
annual show early in the spring, coupled with Bob Eberle's "Amen"
it was announced here today.
T
E. P. Huguinin (Sophomore)
By JUDSON CHAPIN
at the end make this rendition the
want an extra week's vacation."
TEN YEARS AGO
best. Jan Savitt,
in his quieter
D. P. Darwin (Senior): "Lana TurD. H. Bulimiaster (Freshman):
Clemson freshman wins Lipton moods is fine. His
recordings of ner wrapped in cellophane."
"The impossible, all pink slips."
Trophy. This much coveted trophy Stranger Things Have Happened
J.
M.
Harvey
(Sophomore):
"Some
was won this year by Christopher and If What You Say Is True conO. K. McCartney (Senior): "AnyAtrick, freshman. The trophy is contain none of his usual exhibi- thing besides letters written on post thing small, blonde, and oomph.
cards."
given yearly to the 4-H club boy tionistic blasting. Casa Loma (Glen
M. I. Jenkins (Junior): "A hook,
Harry Cohen (Freshman): "One
doing the most outstanding work Gray) breaks through with anothline and sinker for that girl back
of
Kate
Smith's
stockings
to
hang
er beautiful side. Out Of Space.
during the year.
home to fall for."
In the future all senior privates It is very similar in treatment to by the fireplace Christmas eve."
D. T. Smith (Senior): "A ChristS. M. Ha£>2ll (Sophomore): "I mas tree full of cute brunettes."
will be allowed to wear Sam Brown his band's well known "Time on
sides from the want Santa Claus to bring the
belts, it was announced today by My Hands." Two
P. W. McAlister (Junior)
"For
Mills Bros, Asleep In The Deep laundry some more machinery."
the Commandants office.
Santa Claus to arrange with Prof.
and Me«t Me Tonight In DreamChick Anderson (Junior):
"An Downs to pass me in steam."
TWENTY YEARS AGO
land.
electric train as I am an electrical
Sophomore Fall Hop ends sucJoe Smith (Freshman): "For Sanengineer."
cessful
season. The recent svah
ta to make me something other
VICTOR RECORDS
E.
R.
Denny
(Junior):
"What
dance was greatly enjoyed by the
Two sides from Bob Zurke and
than one of "Jug Head" Harris's
many couples attending. This was his band are rather disappointing. Gene Markey has got."
"don'ts."
J. B. Jones (Senior): "A trip to
the first dance to be held by the Faithful Forever is very ordinary,
Merl Dazo (Bo-rat): "Solitude,
sophomore class, and
its sucess but Its A Hap-Hap-Happy Day the Cotton Bowl."
brother, solitude! . . .and Babe
heralds more of the type.
F. A. Molina (Junior): "A tele- "Rita".
somewhat
better,
with a good
The basketball team is back at Zurke piano solo. Six sides from phone call from my girl in Puerto
N. H. Palmer (Sophomore): "I
work. The
days of the pigskin Tommy Dorsey run the course from Rico."
wanna baby doll from Winthrop."
being over, it is hoped that the at- sweet to swing. Heaven In
JACK Green (Freshman): "I want
My
Ed Schmidt (Senior): "An invitatention of the boys can be turned Arms, All In Fun, All The Things a pair of long winter underwear." to Greenwood."
to basketball. With the number of You Are, and That Lucky Fellow
Herby Ward (Senior): "Please
J. J. Lever (Junior): "Roast eleletter men present, and the looks are very nice sweet renditions with Santa, bring me a nice diploma."
phant for Christmas dinner."
of the new men, this year has the vocals by J. Leonard
and Anita
Mitchell Simmons (Junior): "That
F. W. Belue (Sophomore): "A
prospects of being the best in the Boyer. March Of The Toys, and tank full of gas, and armful of that Peggy of WCUNC should show a ■
history of the college, it has been By The River St. Marie swing girl back home and two weeks of I bit more follow through."
announced.
cleanly and nicely. Another musi- straight sleep. Mixed well before
John Derrick (Freshman): "A lot
cal caraciture from Alec Temple- using."
I of what I ain't got."
THIRTY YEARS AGO
E. J. Watson,
commissioner of ton, this time doing Three Litmuch the same order as his preagriculture and immigration, spent tle Fishes as Walter Damrosch
ed with T love America.'
several days here lats wee. , Mr. might present it on his appreciaThe book is compiled in very
Watson spoke to the faculty and tion hour . The back side is a
vious similar ones. He gives an acstudents on the subject of over- beautiful piano solo of Night And
count of the seasons in New York,
*:*
coming the agricultural problem in Day. Hal Kemps I Thought About
Chicago, San Francisco, arid SouSouth Carolina. First in line, said You and Out Of Space are nice
thern California. Too, he devotes
Mr. Watson, Is that the farmers be but uninspiring.
chapters to the plays and their
BLUEBIRD RECORDS
educated in schools like Clemson.
authors, and to the WPA theatre
Colemah Hawkins new band, has
Senior Burton requested a strainproductions, and the activities off
er in order that he might catch waxed two sides—She's Funny That
Broadway.
the fine strains of the music by Way and Meet Doctor Foo. Both
Of course the body of book is
of
the Cluxton Musical Comedy com- contain the terrific tenoring
made up of the plays themselves.
'The
Hawk". Make With The
pany, being held here this week.
By ED SCHMIDT
Each of his selections of the years
Kisses and You Bring Me Down by j
The Best plays Of 1938-1939 by ten best plays are not given in its
Les Brown and his band. Les has
Burns Mantle; 543 pages, Dodd, entirety but in a manner that the
a much better band than his naMead and Co. N. Y.; College Li- play may be read, understood, and
tional popularity indiactes, and no
thoroughly enjoyed.
small part is contributed by the brary.
It Is with anxiety that most of
"Abe Lincoln In Illinois" is first
fine arrangements tmed out by
By WALKER
Les himself. Two sides recorded by us await critic Mantle's annual vol- on the list and truly deserves that
Artie Shaw shortly before he quit ume, for it gives us an accurate honored place. It was a great sucThe recordings reviewed in
the business—You're A Lucky Guy description and an extremely read- cess from every angle. "Mr. Sherthis column are donated to the
and Love Is Here. Both are Shaw's able condensation of the dramatic wood has written his finest play,"
Clemson mess hall by recording
" 'Abe
commercial swing, but both con- activities of the year along the declared Brooks Atkison.
companies. The column is writ"great white ways" of New York Lincoln in Illinois' is art of the
tain
punch.
ten by Walker in cooperation
living truth of America" said anSix new sides from Glenn Miller, and other important centers.
with Bill Bouton, who has charge
The year 1939 has produced some other.
—Out Of Space, So Many Times,
of the Clemson mess hall en"The Little Foxes" by Lillian
Can I Help It?, I Just Got A Let- outstanding contributions in the
tertainment.
er, Blue Rain, and Who's Sorry field of dramatic literature. Each Hellman; a story of a decadent
DISC-overy By WALKER
Now? Rain is one of Miller's best year has its own peculiar trend Southern family in which Tallulah
DECCA RECORDS
Mary Lou Williams, Andy Kirk's best sweet ones—Letter is swing trend, and the trend of this sea- Bankhead gives her all.
"Rocket To The Moon" by ClifBob son is undoubtedly patriotic. Whepianist, a talented
composer and with Marion Hutton vocal.
arranger as
well as a keyboard Chester and band are still putting ther this is truly patriotism or a ford Odets. This is less exciting
stylist, has waxed four sides of out music that should shoot him form of propaganda is not readily but truly one of Odet's works.
"The American Way" by George
piano solos, Mr. Freddie Blues, to the top. After AH, Love Never ascertained, but at least several of
Sweet Patunia, The Pearls, and Went To College, My Silent Mood, the more important plays took on S. Kaufman and Moss Hart. Rumor
The Rocks. All are good. Bing Stars Over The Campus, Don't a political coloring. Not only was has it that this play was written
Crosby and the Andrews Sisters Make Me Laugh, and I Thought Robert Sherwood's "Abe Lincoln in under the order of the RockeSweet Illinois" the most outstanding of fellers and that they provided a
collaboration on 'Ciribiribin and About You are all fine.
Yodelin' Jive is reported to be set- tunes all except Love, which rocks the dramatic successes, but along sum,of $250,000 and didn't care
ensemble and section with it went, other such greats as whether it was a financial success
ting new sales records.
A new with clean
from Charlie Maxwell Anderson's "Knickerbock- or not, however, it was.
band, Teddy Powell, records two work. Four sides
"The Philadelphia Story" by
solid sides—Eeddy's Boogie Woogie Barnet—Lilacs In The Rain, The er Holiday," Elmer Rice's "Amerand Jamaica Jam. The top record Girl With The Pigtails in Her ican Landscape," and the George Phillip Barry starring Katherins
of the week is Jimmy Dorsey's Hair, Cuban Boogie Woogie, and Kaufman's-Moss Harts "The Am- Hepburn,
My Prayer. Church harmony and Two Hearts Are Better Than One. erican Way." All these were train- cent Carroll.
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400 Students Attend First CDA Free Dancing Class This Week
Local Girls
To Teach With
Aid Of CDA Men

County Clubs List Many Hops
For Christmas Holiday Fun
§HH

1 illllli
lilSl!::'P|s
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BILL ANDERSON

ROPER

Heads Named For
Textile Magazine
C, E. Anderson, honor textile engineering
student from
Seneca,
was this week elected editor of
the new textile school magazine,
The Bobbin and Beaker. E. R. Roper, honor textile chemistry student from Spartanburg was elected
managing editor.
Heading the business staffs are
Business Manager R. O. Holcombe
an honor textile engineering student from Fountain Inn; Advertising Manager C. E. Spires, an
honor weaving and designing student; of Hartsville; and Circulation
Manager J. L. Orr textile engineering student, of Anderson.
The name for the magazine was
selected by members of
Phi Psi,
sponsors of the publication.
A
contest was held last week to get
a name, but only one suggestion
was entered. Anderson suggested
the name Bobbin and Beaker.
The first issue of the journal
will be finished about the first of
February, Anderson said. "None of
the executive staff men have had
uny previous experience," he said,
"and it is almost impossible to
name an exact date. We are beguiling work immediately, however,
md if it is at all possible we will
■lave the first issue mailed before

the end of this semester."
Approximately 3000 copies of the
first issue will be printed. A copy
will be given to each textile plant
in North Carolina, Georgia, and
South ' Carolina; to each textile
student at Clemson; to all of the
textile
schools in the
United
States, and to leading textile men
throughout the world. Orr is preparing a mailing list with the aid
of Dean H. H. Willis, of the textile school.
Phi Psi students will have complete charge of the
publication
and distribution of the first issue
of the Bobbin and Beaker. After
the honor textile fraternity men
get the publication strated, however, all textile students will be
given a chance to try out for the
staff.
The journal will be financed entirely by advertisements. The first
issue will feature a guest editorial by a prominent textile
man,
and stroies by Phi Psi members I
and members of the textile school
faculty.

Clemson's county clubs have completed
preparations
for
their
Christmas dances. The Jungaieers
under the direction of Teebee Hawkins, will provide the music for
many of these dances this year, and
the prospects point to many good
hops. The band has many new
arrangements and is able to swing
it hot for the jitterbugs and play
it sweet for the waltzers.
A program of the dances includes:
The Dukes of Marlboro—Music
by the Jungaieers at Crosland Hall
in Bennettsville, December 27. Dancing from ten to two. Script $1.50.
Sumter County Club—The place
is the Armory in Sumter. The time
is Christmas morning from twelve
to four a. m. All Clemson men
invited. Script $1.10.
Peeaeans—On December 27 at
the Armory in Florence. Music by
the Jungaieers. Free and formal—
all Clemson men invited. There
will be an alumni banuet before
the dance.
York County Club—Music by the
Jungaieers. Dancing from nine 'til
one, at the Armory in Rock Hill on
Friday, December 28. Come all.
Script $1.25.
—Beta Sigma Chi—At Ashley park
in Charleston on December 29. The
Jungaieers will play. Members will
wear uniform and sashes. Script
$1.10. The proceeds will be used
as a scholarship fund.
Chesterfield County Club — On
Christmas night at the Armory hi
Jefferson. Everyone is invited. The
dance will be informal. Script $1.25.
Saluda-Lexington Club — Music
by the Newberry College orchestra.
The place is the Country club in
Batesburg. The dance is informal.

We will hold your

Professors W. H. Washington,
Dean of the school of education,
The first dispensary established H. S. Tate, associate professor of
in this country for the treatment of the Industrial Education Departthe tuberculosis poor was opened in ment, and T. A. White, professor
of the Vocational Department, left
1904 in New York City.
Monday to attend the annual convention of the American Vocational
Association which is being held in
Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Various high school vocational
in Christmas Jewelry
teachers are also
attending the
convention. These teachers are becheck until after Christmas
ing relieved
by seniors
of the
Clemson
Industrial
Education
class. J. L. Almeida is teaching at
Seneca, M. D. Hires at Gaffney, P.
H. Adams and W. H. Collins at
Greenville, B. D. Hunt at Union,
and Moffatt Burris at Anderson.

STOP AT

THE CLEMSON GRILL
—OR—

THE HOT DOG STAND
EXCELLENT FOOD
"More For Your Money Every Time"

IDEAL

Christmas Seal Sale Termed
A Success By Student Leaders

Rat Architects
Vote To Get Keys

OPO

Sherman Speaks
At Tenn. Meeting
Professor Prank Sherman of the
Entomology department attended
the annual dinner of the Entomology club of the
University of
Tennessee at Knoxville November
24 as guest speaker for the evening. The purpose of the meeting
was to encourage students in entomology. The topic for Prof. Sherman's speech was "So You Want

4 patterns open stock
cut glass 20c each to
Rock Crystal,
at

16 patterns in open stock
from 10c per plate to
genuine Haviland, at, each

50c

$1.50

To An Entomologist."
dents and faculty were
Accompanying Prof.
were Mrs. Sherman and
and Mr. Upholt of the
department.

SPECIAL SALE ON RAZORS AND COMMUNITY
SILVER PLATE

BALLENGER HARDWARE CO.
PHONE 306

Both stupresent.
Sherman
Mrs. Wertz
entomology

"Shop
Belk-Simpson's
First"
One of the finest with
the newest
This little clock. An
replica of an old one

Goodale Speaks
To Alpha Zeta

Whether BUYING
or GIVING . . .

OPO

LET'S BE SENSIBLE THIS YEAR!

BEAUTIFUL — USEFUL — LASTING

DINNER WARE

Baskin To Wed
Columbia Girl

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND GO.

GIFTS

CRYSTAL
GLASSWARE

Banks In N. C.
Sell No Stamps

Ward Speaks To
Scoufs Meeting

Education Profs
Attend Meeting
At Grand Rapids

SEE JACK RAGSDALE in Room 1-139
For Anything

Script $1.10. Spectators 25 cents.
Allendale-Barnwell Clemson Club
—At the American Legion hut in
Approximately 400 boys last night
Allendale. Walter Smith and his
attended the first meeting of the
orchestra will furnish the music.
Central Dance association's dancing
A prize will be given to the couple
class in the field house.
holding the lucky ticket. Script
Directed by Estercita Clark, tal$1.00.
ented dancer of Clemson, the course
Spartanburg County Club—At the
will -consist of instruction in the
Woman's Club in Spartanburg
fundamental dance steps and dance
on December 28. Clemson men wear
floor etiquette. Miss Clark will be
uniforms. Invitation by bid. Muassisted by seven campus girls to
sic bf Luke Chaney.
be selected this week, and by memUnion-Laurens Club—Music is to
bers of the CDA.
be furnished by Luke Chaney and
Harry McKeown, CDA president,
his orchestra. The place is the
spoke briefly at the beginning of
Armory in Union.
Script $1.10,
the class, and urged the boys to
Dec. 29.
cooperate fully with the instructors
Calhoun-Orangeburg - Bamberg—
and stressed the importance of regAt the Armory in Orangeburg on
ular attendance.
December 27. The Jungaieers will
Said McKeown, "we are well pleasplay. Grand March. Invitation by
ed with the turn-out and request
bid.
that you give these instructors your
Abbeville County Club—Bill Daheartiest cooperation; they are here
venport and his orchestra, at the
to help you learn one of the social
Armory in Abbeville. Clemson men
"musts" at no cost to yourself, but
in uniform invited. Wednesday, Deat considerable expense to the CDA."
cember 27.
"There is still time for any inColumbia Club—At the Jefferson
terested students to sign up for the
Hotel in Columbia. Music by Bill
course and get full benefits from
Davenport and his orchestra. All
PROFESSOR PHILPOT
W. B. TURNAGE
it," McKeown said, "and we are
Clemson men invited. To be held
anxious to perform as great a serIT'S
ALL
IN
SPEED—Professor
C.
P.
Philpot
the
machine
is
now
being
used
in
experiments
on December 27.
vice as is possible. We, therefore,
gives
student
W.
B.
Turnage
a
test
of
the
new
with
the
students
taking
the
air
flight
training
Greenwood County Club—Music
hope that several more boy3 will
Clemson
reactograph
machine.
Recently
made
by
courses.
by Bill Davenport and his orchesenroll with the group."
4
reenwood
Professor Philpot at cost of less than ten dollars,
tra—at the Armory in o
'
December 26.
Greenville County Club—At the
Armory in Greenville. Invitation by
bid. Music by the Buccaneers. Cadets wear uniform. To be held
John s. Baskin, last year's briDecember 26.
Tom Fitzpatrick told a story
gade commander, will be married
Aiken - Edgefield - Augusta—On
recently
about
Mrs. Carrie
to Miss Prances Hart of ColumDecember 27 at the Aiken High
Goodman and a North Carolina
bia at the Trinity Episcopal church,
leaving
Clemson
during
the
last
Indications are that ten thougym; Music by Hugh Barton and
post office.
Columbia, on December 23. Baskin,
his orchestra. A formal invitation sand Christmas seals have been sold week and a half.
Mrs. Goodman stopped in a
a second lieutenant in the regular
Mr. Holtzendorff presented a
dance. Alumni are cordially in- in the annual drive at Clemson, it
small town to mail a letter.
army, is stationed at Fort Screven
was stated today by Barney Mar- short moving pitcure at the Y today
vited.
She went into a building and
near Savannah, Georgia, but will
shall, chairman of the seal sale showing the method of administraasked for a stamp, and the man
be moved to Camp Jackson at
committee. The final count will tion of the funds. The picture will
behind the window said they
Columbia soon.
be made next week. Tentative re- be shown again tomorrow.
had no stamps.
"Clemson students have shown
ports from company executives in"A fine post office this is,"
Tuberculosis now ranks seventh in
dicate that the uota allotted to' a marked interest in the sale," said
Mrs.
Goodman
said.
"No
importance as a cause of death. It
Marshall, "and their purchases of
Clemson will be easily reached.
stamps!"
Dr. J. E. Ward, professor of Ecohas been forced gradually into this
Seals were on most of the letters seals have exceeded expectations."
''This isn't a post office, lady,
nomics and government, addressed
position since 1912, up to which
this is a bank," answered the
time it had been the first cause of
the scouters of the Anderson area
man.
1
death.
at their annual meeting Wednesday night on "The Community—
and Character."
In his speech he discussed
the
Professor B. E. Goodale, of the
The Phi Alpha Phi,
freshman
question, "Whose job is it to develop character and train citizens?" architectural forum, held its semi- Clemson Dairy department, will
Thursday speak to Alpha Zeta, honorary ag"It is not the task of a group of monthly meeting last
professionals, but the task of the night. The meeting was concerned ricultural society, tonight. Professor Goodale's topic will be "Honor
whole community," he said.
mainly with forming a constitution
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Fraternities."
Dr. Ward said that the citizens and getting keys for the club.
and business men of the commuThe club voted to get keys deThe tuberculosis mortality rate is
nity are the boys' real heroes, and signed by Bill Yates. Items to be
now approximately 49 per 10,000 of
the boys look up to them.
written into the constitution, inTests have proven that we have the most durable
"The fullest in character build- cluding club fees, time of meetings, the population; in the early 1900's
ing and citizenship needs are ob- purpose of club, and duties and it was close to 200.
uniforms. That is why we clothe Clemson Cadets.
tained through an examination of election of officrs, were listed, and
This is the 32nd annual Christthe community as a whole, includ- a constiutional committee, headed
ing all organizations working with by Alvie Yecko, will form a con- mas Seal sale held in the United
States.
and for boys. After the whole com- stitution from these items.
munity
is surveyed the
task of
The members expect to have mas, when the club is completely
training youth is undertaken in a some social meetings after Christ- organized and well under way.
spirit of cooperation between all
agencies," he continued.
Dr. Ward concluded
by saying
that if character building
is a
CLOTHES
CLOTHES
community task and is accepted as
such, then more largely than before the best citizens must
give
unselfishly of their time for association with youth in constructive
activities.

exact

is one of the many lovely
things to give at Christmas from

PINE TREE BOOK
& GIFT SHOP
Greenville, S. C.

We specialize in

BISHOP TIRE CO.
McCLAREN TIRES

SUITS

MODELS

TUXEDOS

TO FIT

OVERCOATS

EVERYONE

THE PROOF IS IN THE WEARING'
OPO

MAY0S

OPO

CLOTHES

GREENVILLE, S. C.

CLOTHES

429 S. Main St.

Greenville, S. C.
Phone 4198

This is a reminder for you to get the
Christmas Cards and Double Decks of
Playing Cards from the Calhoun
Mansion or From Mrs. Russell
J. Walthour.

STUDENT SUITS

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Belk-Simpson

OF BETTER QUALITY
at prices that are appealing. Our experience of 35
years assures you of just the right gift. Drop in and
let us help you.

Greenville

CONGRATULATIONS TIGERS
"LET'S GO"

Both should be on your MUST GET
List for Christmas.

C0CHRAN JEWELRY CO.
Our name on the box is your surety
Anderson
Greenville
Greenwood

SENECA

BEFORE YOU LEAVE
Buy Christmas Presents for your Lady Friends!

THE PAUSE THAT REFRESHES

Balfour Jewelry
Evening in Paris and Coty
Sets,
Clemson Jackets,
Brush and Comb Sets
Tigers in Individual Boxes,

^ggs**

And anything you want for
Dad!
"Merry Christmas! and I hope to wish you a
Happy New Year in Dallas!"

I HCKE SLOAN'S

YOU MAY BE ASSURED THAT YOU
WILL ALWAYS GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVAIVT
HARDWARE CO.

1 ^1

Anderson, South Carolina

The Business Staff
of The Tiger
Wishes our
Advertisers and
Subscribers
A
MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A
PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR

SEND FLOWERS
THE PERFECT GIFT

Wakefield's Flowers
Send them
Any Time—Any Place—Any Price
Member of Flower Telegraph Delivery Service
Order now from Manly Wright and have them
delivered Christmas Day at your home
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Student Companies Prepare Christmas Baskets For Community Families
Tillie Tells Men
To Make Good Use
Of What They Have

Day By Day Driscoll Gives
Clemson Hitch-Hikers Lift
By ED SCHMIDT
In response to the twitching
thumbs of two Clemson cadets
Charles B. Driscoll, noted columnist and author of "New York Day
by Day", halted his new Buick and
said, "Hop in boys, where are you'
going?"
After a round of introductions
Bill Anderson and Julian Murph
found they had the honor and
pleasure of talking with a well
known and a regular guy.
Bill said, "I thought I recognized him but hesitated to say
anything, however, when he asked
what papers
we students
read
around here I was sure he was
New York Times' Charels Driscoll.''
He asked about the number of
students and commented on our

MORE DANCE LIST
K G Lytton, Dot Simpson. Toccoa, Ga.:
' I HeiTiiigton, Mary Gibson, Toccoa.
Ga ■ L C Martin, Mary Mays, Greenville;
J B Guess, T. Folk. Columbia Col.; A.
L Brooks. Gwen Walton, Fountain Inn.
Jack Ziglier, Kitty Donihi, Florence;
James Edwards. Betty Merriman, Ridgeland- Sam Harper, Dot Wilson, G. W. C;
R B. Abee. Frances Gibson, Anderson;
W. H. McKeown, Glady Grant, Chester;
Jack Des Fortes, Anna Franklin, Charlotte; T. W Croyton. Jane Ashley. Winthrop; Frank Mills, Jinnie Pool, Brenau;
W E Hallman, Mary Coward. Aiken;
Allan Coward, Diddie Leitner, Winthrop.
G. C. Henry, Carlisle Perrin, G. W. C;
A. W. Marashal. Betty Harris, St. Mary's;
Earl Mazo, Sooky Littlejohn, Winthop;
W A. Rhyne, Dot Bates. G. W. C; J. J.
Lever Jule Kelly, Winthrop; Albert Little John, Etha Frances Ellerbe, Winthrop;
Howard Driver, Lib Coriss, Converse; Arthur de Boache, R. Westbury, Limestone;
J. L. Gregory, Toby Lockman, Loekhart;
Judson Chapin, Margaret Moss, Columbia
College: P. C. Cothran, Ann Townsend,
Winthrop- H. B. Wilson, Martha Robertson Due West- J. W. Sollyian, Gwen
Smith, G. W. C; T. L. Kivett, Myra
Brennecks, Carolina; J. F. Castles, Arline
Gibbons. Columbia; Tee Smith, Lib Hunt,
Columbia.
C. R. Wright. Lend Smith, Gastonia,
N. C; J. D. Stergeos. Virginia Camp,
Greenwood; Stokes Boland. Mary Frances
Owens, Lander: J. C. Hartley, Nancy
Coleman, Greenwood; P. D. Seabrook, Vivian Tennant, Columbia College; I. H.
Srimball, Ada Seabrook, Columbia College: Rip Bradlord, Quincey Mills, Acworth. Ga.; Black Dog- McLeod, Ann
Murrah, Union; Lauren Driesbach. Eleanor Norris. Greenville; T. B. Rutledee, Pet
Dagan, Winthrop: Sam Owen, Bibbie Rutland, USC: Bill Bouton, Monte Nicholson,
Converse: J. M, Quattlebaum, Sara Cothran, Converse: D. J. Ross, Goat Munson,
Columbia: B. B. Burley, Peg Williams,
Winthrop: W. C. Park. Jane Llewellyn,
Montreat. N. C; A. Z. Cox. Vivian Dukes,
Laurens.
R. M. Anderson, Ruth Easterling: Columbia: G. S. Von Weller. Mary McLin,
Albany. Ga.: E. L. McKesson, Mary Benne.tt, Petersburg, Va.; B. R. Bull, HelenS-huler, Columbia: L. M. West. Carolyn
Croaton. Columbia: J. R. London, Sara
White, Statesville.
H. V. Simpson. Lucy McArthur, Anderson; Tom Stanley, Judy Stanley, Winthrop: L. M. Sparks, Ruth Webster, G.

PRINTING
127 E. Whitner St.

ALTMAN PRINTING CO.
Phone 160

Anderson, S. C.

Tillie Haywood, popular official of the Clemson Y.M.C.A.,
told Fickens County's Lions club
members to "use what you have
to best advantage" at a meeting
in Liberty last week.
The local Y official, a graduate from Clemson in the class
of '36, suffered paralysis of the
legs in his childhood. Although
the disease left him practically
legless, Mr. Haywood used "what
he had" and educated himself.
Mr. Haywood has spoken before several service clubs in
this vicinity recently.
1

good football team ana our going
to the "Cotton Bowl" and he said
he would like to get out and look
over the campus but didn't have
time as he had to hurry down to
Atlanta.
Mr. Driscoll said he liked the
South very much, but one thing
impressed him, that was, the
aboundance of 'head-ache powder'
•sAu«.u;3ti( atn SuorB spu
On getting out the boys gave Mr.
Driscoll a
YMCA
hitch-hiker's
card and invited him to come back
to Clemson sometime. The columnist said he would and that the
conversation with the cadets and
the "Y hitch-hiker's" cards would
probably serve as food for a column in the near future.
W C ■ R C. Boswell. Jane Dicks, Chattanooga- D. . Kirkpatriek, Carol Reid, Columbia; R. A. Guyton, Isabell Chambhst,
Marion; H. S. Wilson, Lueile Mahon,
Winthrop; ,f. G. Kelly, Helen Dunlap,
Rock Hill; M. H. Ramsey, Martha Gnscom, Chattanooga; J. ,T. Powers, Margaret
Barton, Summervile; Al BurgeBS, Sarah
Baskin, Anderson.
Ralph Walker, Frances Newsome, Converse; Sam Webster, Coronne Smith, Danville. Va.: Wilson Wearn, Neely Hipp.
Winthrop; Ray Lynch, Boo Bass, Greenville; R. A. Hickerson, Mary Mooney,
Morristown, N. J.; A. R. Sellers, Martha
Richardson. Winthrop; H. McKeown. Mamie Burnette. Spartanbnrg; J. S. Dixon,
Amelia Arthur. USC; J. Young, Anita
Wilson, Charlotte; A. C. Nalley, Kathryn
Mintz, Anderson; R. P. Timmeron, Nellie
Platty. Lander.
H. J. Copeland. Mariorie Crisp, Lenor, N. C; N. T. Gore, Betty Moore,
W. C. V. N. C; H. M. Correll, Tut Douglas U. S. C: G. W. Compton, Agnes
Johnston, Darlington: Elilee Pate, Wren
Larlaughn, Lander; Ernie Freeman, Nora
MeCown G. W. C: Bill Trammel], Kathleen Mode, G. W. C; C. J. Pope, Delene
Bessinger, Charleston; O., B. Chamberlain,
Sarah Beattie, Greenville; Bill Early, Tog
Gill, Florence: The Mortimer, Ginny Walee. Greenville.
Ritzy Zerbst. Margarey Toole, Converse:
Bill Brady, Betty Wilson, Columbia; Bob
Henderson, "Tiny" Todd, Greenville: Marshall Walker, Bertha MeKown, Erskine:
"Chippy" Maness, Anne Striblinr. Anderson: John Barron "Tootsie" Good, G. W.
C; Bill Rhodes, Mildred Lee, Sumter; Al
Reaves, Harriet Deschamps,
Winthrop;
Ferris. Mary Frances Pearson, Orangeburg;
Bill Cline, Evelyn Sigman, Newton, N. C;
Roy Pearce. Genia Carey, Greenville.
Ray Hunter, Frances Spratt, Columbia
College; N. R. Dicks, Hazel Sanders, Allendale; E. F. Martin, Margie McGowan,
Laurens; H. Rogers Gregg, Harriet Tobin, Florence; Sam E. Davis, Margaret
Knight, Brenau; Rufus Beaudrot, Marie
Fellers, Winthrop; Pete Bolt, Jean Ashmore, Charlotte; Joe Pete ROSB, June
Heffron, Greenville; R. G. Sharpe, Terry,
Rock Hill: J. C. P. Aenew, Allie Manning,
Starr; J. O. Taylor, "Kat" Jett, Winthrop:
J. L. Beaudrot, Adrienne McKellar, Greenwood; Vic Wray, "Kat" McCollum, Clemson; Phil Farey, Dot Swearingen, St.
Mathews.
E. A. Ross, Rachel Chalmers, Savannah;
D. Broun, Ellen Nooe, Ridgeway; P. W.
McAllister. Frances Tindale,
Erskine;
Fritz Dent, Jane Allison, Richmond, Va.;
F. S. Holmes,- Frankie Taylor, Anderson;
E. L. Plunkett, Eloise Weeks, Agnes
Scott: K. J. Bodie, Frances- Musser, Clemson; Rulus Henry, Helen d'Arguin, New
Orleans; Bill Autrey, Theresa Raynor, W.
Columbia; T. S.- Klugh, Natalie Trescott,
Pendleton; R. B. Fulmer, Theadus .Glaze,
Columbia; Rae Herndou, Sara Jo Cobb.
Hartwell, Ga.
R. B. Redlern, Peg Mulkey, Greenville;
D. W. Hancock. Frances Lloyd, Atlanta;
J. H. Warren, Vyvian Williams, Charleston; J. J. McLaughlin. Betty Jean Howard, Converse; C. C. Elphick, Mary Julia

CLEMSON CADETS
GOME TO SAM'S LUNCH
"WHERE QUALITY FOOD IS SERVED"
109 College Street

Greenville, S. C.

GIFT HEADQUARTERS
HALES
Leading Jewelers and Diamond Merchants
Since 1856
Greenville, S. C.
MAKE YOUR KITCHEN A DREAM KITCHEN

C. P. MEANS THE PERFECT GAS
RANGE
For The Perfect Fuel Gas

Red Cross Drive
Making Progress
Directors Say

SO I SAYS, "GOVERNOR"—Bonnie Banks McFadden, ail-American
on almost anybody's football or basketball team chats with Governor Burnet R. Maybank while the governor and the state budget
commission was here recently to hear the Clemson request for next

year. McFadden, also vice president of the Clemson Young Dem- ocrats, not only told the Governor about football, but learned some
things about statesmanship.

Alumnus Writes
Of NY Meeting;
Officers Named

Deputation Team Senior Class
Gives Winthrop Attends Y Open
Program Sunday House This Week

By JIM BAKER
(New York Alumni Club)
The New York Chapter of the
Clemson College Alumni Association held a meeting and dinner in
the Grill Room of Schrafft's, at
556 Fifth Avenue, New York City,
on Friday evening, December 8th.
Dr. E. W. Sikes, president of the
college, was guest of honor and
delivered a very interesting talk in
which he described recent developments and outlined present policies
in effect at Clemson. Two other
honored guests, J. C. Littlejohn,
college business manager, and W.
W. Klugh, faculty member, also gave
short talks, which were of interest
to all present. The visit of these
college representatives was welcomed by the local alumni, and it
is felt that the policy of having
several of the men actually involved
in the present operations of Clemson meet with the chapter on occasions during each year proves of
great value in maintaining close
ties between the graduates and the
alma mater.
Of particular interest to all alumni was the showing of several reels
of technicolor motion pictures depicting new buildings and campus
improvements made during recent
years and interesting sidelights on
the daily life of the present day
Clemson cadet.
During the business session a
collection was made of contributions which will be usel'in purchasing a personal gift for Clemson's
Coach Jess Neely as a token of
appreciation for the success he has
achieved in bringing the Tigers

A delegation from the Clemson Y
conducted the vesper services at
Winthrop last Sunday and met with
the Winthrop cabinet and four
members of the U. S. C. cabinet to
lay plans for a spring rally to be
held at Camp Barstow near Columbia.
At vespers the devotional was led
by A. L. Brooks, after which two
vocal selections were rendered by
Bill McGinty. A violin solo was
played by P. B. Holtzendorff III, and
M. D. Scarboro played an accordIan solo. Bill 'V\{ade and Jimmie
Lever made speeches on the subject of peace. The service was closed with a prayer by Fred Grey. Mrs.
Webb was pianist.
Those making the trip were Bill
Wade, Jimmie Lever, Bill McGinty,
Milton Scarboro, P. B. Holtzendorff
III, Fred Grey, Mrs. Webb, Mr. and
Mrs. Holtzendorff, Ed Young, Raymond Sellers, Don Wentzel, A. L.
Brooks, and Crawford Lawton.

Wier, G. W. C; J. M. Babb, Carolyn Buchanan. Newberry; Billy Boylston, Gene
Hunt, Greenville.
8

through their most successful football season in the history of the
institution.
i
An election of officers for the
ensuing year was conducted with
the following results:,
President, E. M. Matthews, '01;
treasurer, Dr. H. H. Keyserling,
'20; secretary, James E. Baker, '32;
vice presidents, E. G. Littlejohn, 12,
and Allen A. Walsh, '28.
1

Education Profs
Attend Grand
Rapids Meeting
Professors H. S. Tate, associate
professor of the industrial education department, Dean W. H.
Washington of the school of vocational education, and T. A. White,
professor of the vocational department, attended the annual convention of the American Vocational association which was held hi
Grand Rapids, Michigan, recently.

...Four hundred seniors were feted
with an open house at the "Y"
early this week. Numerous members of the faculty
were present
for the occasion, several of them
making short talks.
Speakers for the occasion included: Professor
J. E. Hunter; and the entire group was the guest
Dr. D. W. Watkins, director of the of the "Y" for a movie
extension department; Dr. G. H.
Aull, head of the department of
agricultural economics; Professor
Delicious Fruit and Nut Cakes
A. B. Bryan; Dr. II.. O. Williams;
Professor R. A. McGinty, and Dr.
At the
J E. Ward.
CITY BAKERY,
Mr. P. B. Holtzendorff, general
Anderson, S. C.
secretary of the Y. M. C. A. extended a few words of welcome to
the group. Musical numbers were
then presented by the students,

DUKE UNIVERSITY

"A Complete Printing Service"
ELECTRIC CITY
PRINTING COMPANY
Est.—1920
W. Benson St.
Anderson, S. C.

We have added a new service
to our many feats. Bicycles repaired.
Also: shoes repaired and dyed.
MODERN ELECTRIC SHOE
SHOP

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Durham, N. C.
Four terms of eleven weeks are
given each year. These may be
taken consecutively (graduation
in three and one-quarter years)
or three terms may be taken
each year (graduation in four
years). The entrance requirements are intelligence, character and three years of college
work, including the subjects
specified for Class A medical
schools. Catalogues and application forms may be obtained
from the Admission Committee.

On the way to DallaS

A total of $364 has been collected
from the Clemson campus and community in the annual Red Cross
Roll Call, it was announced this
week by Professor Mark E. Bradley,
in charge of the drive at Clemson.
Barracks collections are not complete, but the total sum is expected
to reach $375, approximately the
same amount as last year. Bill
Quantz, head of the Captains club,
is in charge of barracks collections.
The Clemson chapter of Red Cross
is participating with other organizations, under the chairmanship of
Mrs. Gaston Gage, in thfc preparation of Christmas baskets for the
needy of the community. This movement is being sponsored by the Inter-church Society, of which Mrs.
Gage is a representative.
"Those who have not given to
the Red Cross in the 1939 Roll Call
are urged to make their contributions to Mrs. Rhinehart at Walhalla,
to Mr. Stansell at Westminster, to
Mr. J. B. Humbert at Seneca, or to
Mrs. Burley or Mr. Bradley at Clemson said Mr. Holtzendorff, chairman
of the drive in Oconee county. "If
you are unable to contact any of
these people, please leave your contributions at the Clemson YMCA
office, and the proper district will
be credited with your contribution."
Complete returns have not been
received, but preliminary reports indicate that the total collections for
GUARANTEED
WATCH REPAIRS
CRYSTALS FITTED WHILE
YOU WAIT.
-v. FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP

ROYAL CROWN
COLA
On Sale at the Canteen
and Everywhere Else

NEHI
BOTTLING CO.
Anderson, S. C.
"Buck Barton"

Barracks Men
Working With
Local Groups
Approximately 18 companies of the
cadet corps will contribute Christmas baskets for needy families or
the campus, Mrs. Gaston Gage,
chairman of the Clemson-Calhoun
welfare committee, announced this
week.
The drive in the barracks, which
was sponsored by the Blue Key.
Tiger Brotherhood and The Y.M..
C. A. is cooperating with the program of the Christmas Cheer committee of the Inter-church Auxiliary' Mrs. Gage, who is also chairman of the Cheer committee. .
All church organizations and pastors, the Masons, the Fellowship
club, the D. A. R., and TJ. D. C, the
Garden club, and the American Legion are all taking part in the
drive. Bill Bouton, Crawford Lawton and Bill Wade are in charge ol
the baskets to be given by the cadets.
A buying committee in charge of
Mrs. Lee Milford will purchase the
staple foods for the baskets. Toys
and clothing will also be given in
the baskets.

Cotton Editor
Sees Local Men
Stanley Andrews, editor of the
American Cotton Grower, and Mr.
McCabe selling agent for the American Cotton Cooperation association,
spent Friday and Saturday, December 9-10, on the campus. Mr. Andrews spoke to Dr. Aull's and Dr.
Ferrier's marketing classes, and
conferred with college officials
about a program of the South
Carolina Cotton Cooperative association.
R. G. Horton, '30, is teaching vocational argriculture at Elloree, is.
C.
Oconee county will equal if not exceed the total for 1938.
"Wish that we could go to th«
BOWL too"

CALHOUN SODA SHOP
Calhoun Hotel
Anderson, S. C.

VAUGHN'S—JEWELERS
16 West North Street
RELIABLE GOODS ONLY
Moderate Prices
Greenville, South Carolina

PALMETTO HOTEL
And COFFEE SHOP
SENECA, S. C.
Under New Management
Clemson Students
Relatives and Friends
Invited
Coffee Shop Open After
Dates

O'NEAL WILLIAMS COMPANY
SPORTING GOODS

stop at

CRAWF0RDS'CLEANERS

CALHOUN SERVICE STATION
Anderson, S. C.
Pure Oil Products

At Clemson Since 1908

GREENVILLE. S. C.

We Had To Be Good To "Stay"

HEYWARD MAHON CO.
GREENVILLE
South Carolina's Leading Store
For Men And Young Men
'Clemson Headquarters In Greenville'

STEWART MERRITT
CLOTHIERS

DINE AT ANNE'S COFFEE SHOP

Greenville, S. C.

26 S. Main St.

WELCOME AT

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1
14 Pendleton Street

Greenville, S. C.

REEVES
Music and Furniture Store

Main Street

Anderson, S. C.

ROSAMOND TIRE CO. INC.
Distributors—GOODYEAR—Dealers
Tires, Lifeguards, Batteries & Accesories
112-14 W. North St.
Phone 481-482
Greenville, S. C.
Try Our Budget Dept. If You Do Not
Have Ready Cash

GOLDSMITH 5 & 10c STORE
CLEMSON MAN, Prop.
PICKENS

LIBERTY

SARLINS DEPT. STORES
Low in Prices

LIBERTY and EASLEY
Clemson's 2,215 Cadets Cut A Clean Figure . . .
t4+++++++++++++*++*+++++++++*++**+*+**+*+++++*+*+*+**+***+**+**+

WHY?

R. Fretwell & Sons Inc.

BECAUSE THEIR CLOTHES GO TO

FURNITURE

The Clemson College Laundry

ANDERSON, S. C.

MAYFAIR GRILL

Best Quality At Lowest Prices
Easley, S. C.

High in Quality

We Handle A Complete Stock Of
Alexander Smith Rugs and Venetian
Blinds

WELCOME AT

Owned and operated by Clemson Students
LIBERTY, S. C.

Main Street

CLEMSON MEN ARE ALWAYS

CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS

DANCE AT CLEMSON

I
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The Personnel of
STONE BROS.
Wishes you one and all a

Merry Christmas and
Successful New Year

FIVE
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TOM MOORER

STEVE MOORE

THE TIGER WAS WRONG—In the last issue of the Tiger before
the Furman game, the above pictures with the caption, "These
Tigers Play Last Game Saturday," seemed to be entirely correct.
Last week the correctness of the caption was blasted when it was
announced that the Tiger gridsters, on the basis of their national
fame as the hard playing, fast, smart Country Gentlemen had been
selected to meet Boston CoMege in the colorful Cotton Bowl In

WALTER COX
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Tiger, and a lot of Clemson football players have been listed on
This is one of the few times that the Tiger is glad that it was
those teams. The brightest individual star of the Bengal All-Star
wrong. All of the seniors listed above had gained enough honors on
men is Bonnie Banks McFadden. One of the greatest athletes in
the gridiron to tell a lot of grand children about, but about fifty
America, he has this fall been named on the Associated Press,
years from now when they sit back and tell about the time they
NEA, Paramount News, and Colliers Magazine ail-American teams.
played in the Tiger's first bowl game, they can, "The Bengals were
One of the most often discussed topics in barracks bull session these
just beginning to gain recognition then."
days is the football team and its spirit. A hard fighting team
A lot of all-star teams have been selected since the Thanksgiving
throughout the regular season, the Tigers have again taken to the
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practice field with the spirit which was characteristic of the Country Gentlemen throughout the regular season. And this in spite of
the fact that they will miss that Christmas dinner with the family
at home, and the company of that best girl.
The Tiger repeats that it thinks these men are thorough Country
Gentlemen, and wishes them a HAPPY AND WINNING NEW
YEAR.

Yankee Writer Says Tigers Face Fast, Smart Team
By ARTHUR WILLIAMS
And so, in our last column, we crawled out on the renowned limb with a statement that we didn't want the Tigers to get that bowl bid.
And now the Cotton Bowl committee, nasty people, have
sawed our uncomfortable branch off at the trunk. We can
only say that our head said no, and now our heart says yes.
And so we're off to the Cotton Bowl! Clemson's team
will step into real national publicity for the first time down
there at the expense of Boston.
The Country Gentlemen and the Eagles, hailing from
Boston, the very heart of damnyankeeland, should have
quite a clash whether the Northerners think so or not. Articles in their paper do admit that we have a fellow named
McFadden, but seem utterly oblivious that we have 21 other
first string players. Well, even damnyankees can learn.
WHAT NAMES
Their string of unpronouncable-named backs will come
down with all their Northern fury and probably learn right
smart of the monickers like Fritts, Black, Blalock, Sharp and
company . . . Even if the good Southern gentlemen are afflicted with acute tongue cramp trying to vice versa.
Incidentally, that reminds us of the time our Okurowski
and G. Washington's "Nowaski spent a lovely afternoon conversing in Polack when they played opposite ends last year.
But if articles continue to come out in Boston papers
saying that Boston's Florida defeat will be revenged when
they lick Clemson . . . We'll really have that old Furman
feeling out in Dallas. Please understand that that's last
year's Furman feeling.
We'll see ... or maybe they'll see.
RUMORS
Clemson rumors are amazing things.
When Coach Neely first phoned Clemson from Roanoke
that he had an invitation from Dallas way, he gave explicit
instructions that only the team be told, that the team vote
on whether or not to accept the invitation, and that the
team keep the news secret until everything was signed, sealed and delivered.
So they had a meeting Saturday morning and voted
almost unanimously to go. And dad-blamed if someone didn't
yell at the writer when he returned to barracks, "Hey, pug,
did you hear we were going to the Cotton Bowl?" Some day
someone will uncover the secret of that African news-travelling system and thereby find just how news in Clemson
does spread.
Saturday afternoon uniforms were issued again and
the team was back in training, rigid training.
You've probably heard before about the spirit that
Clemson athletes do show when it comes to observing training rules. Saturday brought forth a splendid example. In
the morning, the boys were smoking, eating what they
wanted to and making up for everything they missed during training season. Saturday afternoon not one would
touch a cigarette or any of the long list of tabooed edibles
IT TAKES MUSCLE
Football, thank goodness, is still a game that they can
only enjoy in perfect condition. They go out to win and
to like playing. Much of that spirit is due to Neely' guidance. Before the first game of the season he told them "play
hard boys and enjoy the game. But you won't enjoy the
game unless you do your best. Play hard. Play clean."
That's why they voted to go to the Cotton Bowl almost
to a man. They enjoy playing. They enjoy being together and
practicing together. Yes, Clemson is still a school where,
though football is a business to the coaches and executives,
it's a grand game for the boys themselves.
A TOUGH PROBLEM
What will happen to the mid-winter sports with their
stars out for football? They'll still be plenty good. Banks
McFadden won't be with the basketball team for the first
few games, but they'll do all right without him. Dudge
Buchanan is a sharpshooter with a basketball as is Stanley
Lancaster. Bob Moorman furnishes height and experience.
Barney Coyle should reach his peak this year and plav
along with the best of 'em.
Bob Moorman has developed rapidly during his stay at
Clemson. His freshman year he played intra-mural basketball. Played on the brigade-championship team, too. Inspired by his success there, he tried varsity ball, and made his
letter his sophomroe year by the skin of his teeth. Much
improved last season, he had a lot to do with Clemson's
conference championship.
Bob is long and rangy, cool and skillful. They're the
qualities that should be had by the good basketballer he is
BOXING TEAM AND MOTES
• Aubrey Rion will be out for bixing a bit late, but 'will
be in boxing trim in time to fight Florida on the 12th.
I'll be John Brown if it Isn't most Yuletide again. Merry
Christmas and a Happy New Year.
P. S. Clemson has a football team (Boston papers please
quote.)

Boston Post
Ace Reporter
Says BC Good
ReasonablyPowerful Team
(Editor's note: The following
article is written bv Gerry
Hbrn, sports staff writer of the
Boston Post. Mr. Hern has been
at Clemson this week writing1
stories to tell the people in Boston something about an "agricultural college somewhere down
in the squirrel-rifle country of
South Carolina" which is going
to play the Boston College Eagles in the Cotton Bowl New
Year's Day. Mr. Hern expects to
write at least nine 1,500 word
stories.about the Country Gentlemen.
By GERRY HERN
Before I reach down into the very
heart of this literary gem I should
point out right here that I am so
much impressed with Clemson, your
town, your students, faculty members and history that I am rapidlylosing my accent, my rush and my
ideas. So anything that appears in
the following words is open to question on the grounds of irrelevancy,
bias and personal distortion.
Some of the, editors of this journal have asked me to indite a tew
powerful
paragraphs
concerning
Boston College, and although I
don't feel as well qualified to do
that as many other graduates of
that noble institution (On Your
Feet, men), I nevertheless spent
four very happy undergraduate
years there (it was almost five),
but I passed two exams by one
point).
Since that time I have been working for The Boston Post, the only
northern paper with the foresight
and news sense to send a staff
reporter to Clemson. I haven't seen
Boston College play very often this
year, being slightly a wanderer, but
I did see the Detroit, Kansas State,
and Holy Cross games.
TWO GOOD TEAMS
Prom a personal standpoint the
Boston College boys are very similar in type to your Clemson players, and I feel that is a compliment
both ways. One of the officials in
the Boston College-Auburn game
told Jesse Neely, "It was the cleanest game I ever officiated. There
was only one five yard penalty all
during the game, and that was an
offside."
Boston College is a Catholic institution, run by the Jesuit Fathers,
and the undergraduate buildings are
located4 at University Heights in
Chestnut Hill, the loveliest site in
the Boston area. Its buildings are
representative of the purest form of
Gothic architecture in the country,
very similar to the University of
Chicago.
LIMITED STUDENT BODY
It has an undergraduate body
limited by school law to 1500 students, so that the original identity
and idea of the college may be
maintained. It is rated in the very
top listing of American colleges and
universities from a scholastic standpoint, although its football teams
are not very widely known.
The athletic teams at B. C. are
known as the Eagles. They play
their games either at Alumni Field,
which has a stadium seating about
22,000 people, or at Fenway park, the
American League park where during the summer the Red Fox battle
to see who'll finish second in their
circuit. This park seats 41,000.
The football team is made up
of boys from within 50 miles of the
school with two exceptions. These
exceptions come from Bridgeport,
Conn^ which is about 120 miles
a^ay. The teams don't travel much
during the year and play all butone game at home because of a
ruling which prohibits excessive
travelling. The students are not allowed to be away from classes more
than four days for any athletic event
so the Eagles have had to keep
turning down bids to bring their
team to the Far West and South.
In fact the only reason the team
is that the vacation period begins
is being allowed to go to Dallas
December 23 and runs through January 4th.
SMART, FAST, POWERFUL
That's enough on the college it-

Footballers All For Going To
Dallas; Will Miss Good Girls
By GUS WHAM
The Shad-racss and Beer-Barrel
Polkas are being outlawed over
in the football barracks these days
and the number one hit tune now
emitted from those quarters is the
recently formulated version of "On
To Dallas." For the Clemson Tigers
are bowl bound and the old bowl
spirit has got the boys walking on
clouds.
Drift out to practice some afternoon and notice the enthusiasm
displayed by the "piksgin heroes of
Clemson," as they snatch passes
and hit the dummies. It's a sure
sign that the boys from Tiger Town
are out to show the Boston boys
how good football should be played.
PLAYERS TALK
Here's how the players feel about
the' bowl bid:
Bill Hall—"I'm glad to go for the
sake of the school and we're going
down to beat them."
Tom Moorer—"I hate to leave my
Charleston girls."
George Fritts—"A recall on Moorer's statement—Dallas is full of
girls. I think I'll enjoy the trip. Especially the novelty of spending
one Christmas away from home."
George Floyd—"It's a wonderful
thing, it'll be something to brag
about to the children."
Frank Diets—"Boy, wouldn't a lit-

tle football look
good hanging
around her neck."
Captain Joe Payne—"I'm all for
it, but I'll miss the Christmas holidays, especially Friday night."
Manager Sally Sottile—"I always
did want to manage a good ball
club."
Charley Timmons — "It's something I've ben looking forward to
and I hope we can take them."
The movement by several towns
throughout the state to form motor
caravans for the trip to Dallas is
definite proof that the 50,000 specators gathered for the classic will
not be lacking in representatives
from the Palmetto state. Many
campus people have expressed their
intentions to attend the bowl game.
Professor Gason Gage, member
of the athletic advisory board expressed the
opinion typical of
Clemson fans throughout the South
when he said, "I sure hope I'll get
to go. Santa Claus and Dallas are
having quite a struggle in my conscience, but I guess Santa Claus
will have to wait out."
So it's bowl bound for the colorful Tigers and the enthusiasm
shown so far is indication enough
that the folk down Texas' way
are to be treated to a brand of
pigskin seldom heard of and less
seldom seen.
8

self. The team is fast, very smart
and reasonably powerful. A great
deal of its success depends upon deception. The Notre Dame offense
is used entirely. It has a great
passer named Charley O'Rourke, a
youngster you'd like very much.
THE STAR
O'Rouke is a slender boy, about
five feet nine and weighs 153
pounds but he's very gifted handling the ball. He can throw on the
dead run or fading back. He does
the punting and is a fair kicker. He
probably averages about 33 or 34
yards which is fair kicking for a
college youngster in those parts. He
runs from the lefthalf back, or tailback position.
The quarterback is a brilliant
scholar and noted linguist, Henry
Toczylowski, a lineal descendant of
General Pilsudski who came to the
aid of the American soldiers in the
Revolution and helped kick the British the hell out of our place. "Toz"
did a great deal to chase those Kansas State boys back where they belonged. He is a fine blocker and
smart play caller. He runs the team
with the recklessness of any good
quarterback and gives his coach
plenty of headaches during a game.
BACKS
At right halfback is Vito Ananis,
the leading ground gainer in the
major Eastern colleges. He stands
about five feet nine or ten inches
tall and weighs about 180. He has
plenty of drive and when he isn't
playing football he is trayelling
around the northern circuit of lecture halls refuting communism and
other ideologies.
The rest of the backfield is Pete
Cignetti, a tall powerful bucker. He
is not a "fancy dan" runner but he
can plunge when needed. He backs
up the line on the right side generally.
THE LINE
Gene Goodreault, voted as the
most representative college football
player in New England, just received the George "Bulger" Lowe
Trophy, the most sought after honor
in that part of the country. It is
given annually to the young man
who, in the opinion of a large committee, best combines the qualities
of leadership, gentlemanliness and
fine sportsmanship on the field
which made the late war hero,
"Bulger" Lowe, the outstanding
man he was. Goodreault was also
chosen All-Eastern end, but the
Lowe award made him happier. He
is tall and weighs 190. Great play
diagnostician and tackier, but has
gone two varsity years without injuring an opposing player.
At the other end is Dick Harrison,
a senior, about six feet tall and 180
pounds. He's strong and a crashing
end type, handles a tackle well. The
first team tackles are Joe Manzo,
190 pounder, with sloping shoulders,
built very much like George Fritts,
and John Yauchoes, a massive fellow from a Lexington farm. You
boys know what happened at the

Battle of Lexington when the British tried to handle those farmers
John's folks broke down their fences
and threw the field stones at the
British to drive them out and every
one . of those field stones weighed
over 150 pounds. John weighs 230
or 240 pounds, depending on how
he's getting his nourishment. He's
young and is not generally rated as
a great tackle, but he's improving
every game and is likely to be a
star before he graduates in 1941.
There's really no kidding about it,
those tackles are good.
CAPTAIN IS GUARD
The guards are Captain Ernie
Schwotzer and George Kerr. Both
are big, weighing 180 or 190 pounds.
They grew up near each other and
play the same style guard although
Kerr sometimes replaces the center backing up the line. They're well
liked by the coaches, so they must
really be pretty good linemen.
That's all I know about the club,
and some of this may not be positively accurate, but there it is.
Thank you. editors, for this space.

Musketmen To Tiger Booters Down Duke 1-0
Meet Greenville To Avenge Early Season Defeat
Team This Week
The Clemson varsity rifle team
will fire a practice shoulder-toshoulder match with the Greenville
Rifle Club Friday night. Coached
by Robert Martin, former coach of
the Clemson rifle team, and boasting some of the best shots produced
at Camp Perry, the Greenville
group is expected to give Crumbley,
Spires and company some interesting competition.
Although the firing will be for
practice and to help the varsity
shots tune up for the coming inter collegiate competition, the match
is to be run off strictly according
to army regulations. Captain Jules
V. Sims, coach of the rifle team,
expects to fire all the members
of last year's team possible in order
to give experience to as many boys
as possible.
In 1885, Dr. Edward L. Trudeau
built for two of his patients a little
red cottage in Saranac Lake, N. Y.
This was the beginning of the sanatorium treatment for the tuberculosis in the United States.

Clemson's soccer team defeated
Duke's eleven by the slim margin
of l-o in a hard fought game last
Saturday on Riggs field. Avenging
their defeat of December 1, the Tigers broke through the Blue Devil's defense, scored and held the
lead throughout the remainder ot
the game.
Jack Richards, the right wing ot
the Tiger team, booted the ball by
the goalie late in the third quarter
to make the lone point which put
Clemson in the lead.
"The Turk", Duke's excellent
left-footed player, gave the Tigers
fits with his shifty dribbling and

Tiger Gridsters
Select "Best"
The once
defeated Clemson
Tigers who played good football teams this year all the way
from New Orleans to Annapolis,
Md. selected the following AllOpponent
team for the 1»S»
season:
Ends:
Nowaskey
(George

accurate kicking. The Blue Devils
displayed an experienced and skillful team, but the Tiger's scrappy
outfit seemed to click better, and
held to the narrow margin, despite
several threats by the Devils.
Clemson's lineup is as follows:
Richards
Right Wing
McLean
Inside Right
Crawford
Center
Inside Left
Hickerson
Klugh
Left Winy
Right Half
Kerchmer
Center Half
Dickerson
Harrison
Left Half
Right Fullback
Lindsay
Left Fullback
Poe
Goalie
Kirchner
Washington) and Wentzel (Tulane); tackles: McCollum (Tulane) and Pate (Wake Forest);
guards: OBoyle (Tulane) and
Kapriva (Wake Forest); center:
Morris (Southwestern); quarterback: Richardson (George
Washington); halfbacks: Kellogg
(Tulane)
and
Lunz
(Navy);
fullback:
PolanskJ
(Wake Forest).
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All Copy For 1940 Taps Be In Hands Of Printers Before Holidays
Earliest Job
In History Of
Publication

Simmons Edits
His Second
Tiger Edition

Taps Editor' Vic Wray announced today that the all
rf'the copy for the 1940 book,
)xcept the basketball and
the Cotton Bowl sections will
be in the hands of the printers before Christmas.
It is believed
that this is the
jarliest date
that copy for the
)ook has ever been finished.
Said Wray, "We still have some
art work and some dummy sheets
*o do, but by staying on the sob
we are sure that we can finish the
bulk of the work before holidays,
and part of the executive staff will
stay up until the work is finished."
When he Taps will be distributed has not been announced. There
are so many things that could hold
up publication, Wray
said, that
we can't afford
to say, but we
want at least to have the book
ready for distribution before Taps
ball.
It is largely because of the work
which the
Taps executive staff
men did last summer
that the
book is near completion. Most of
the art work, and general makeup
was completed ' before school started last fall.
Members of the senior Taps staff
are Eidtor C. V. Wray of Clemson;
Art and
Associate Eidtor Hord
Stubbelfield, Greenwood; Business
Manager Preston T. Garrett, Fountain Inn; Sports
Editor W. H.
Manning, Barn well; Literary Editor W.
D. Anderson, Gastonia,
North Carolina; Feature Editor W.
O. Van Wyck, Covina, California;
Photo
Editor M. H. Cranford,
Chester; Assistant Art Editor W.
E. Hallman, Aiken, and! Advertising Manager
K. McLaurin, St.
Matthews.
Junior staff men include Dick
Caughman,
of Columbia; H. V.
Simpson,
Anderson; H. J. Demosthenes, Beaufort; Robert Taylor,
Pittsburg,
Pennsylvania; J. P.
Bodia,
Santurce, Puerto Rica;
Howard Zerbst,
Charleston; W.
F. Early, Florence; Nelson
V.
Gore, Asheville,
North Carolina;
C. E. Shirley,
Anderson; J. A.

SPONSORS—Friday night Clemson's junior class.,
holds its annual Ring ceremonies. Sponsors for
the affair are pictured above, left to right: Edith
Munson, of Columbia; Eugenia Cary, of Greenville; and Jule Kelly of Rock Hill. These young
ladies will be escorted respectively by cadets DeWitt Ross, of Columbia, Roy Pearce, of Columbia,

class president; and James "Senator" Lever, of
Columbia. Music for the dance series which includes the Friday night formal, a Saturday afternoon "T" dance and evening informal, will be
furnished by Clemson's dance orchestra, The
Jungaleers.

First 1940 Issue Of
Agrarian Out This Week
By GEORGE GOBLET
The Agrarian will be off press
this week-end, and will be distributed throughout the barracks,
and to subscribers as soon as possible, R. L. Arial, editor-in-chief,
announced today.
The Agrarian was announced the
best college magazine in the state
at the recent State Press Convention. The form and makeup will
be much the same as that used last
year.
The cover is a reproduction of
the "Angelus" by Jean Francois
Millet. The present issue contains
thirty-six pages, including the cover.
The present staff is: R. L. Arial,
editor in chief; R. C. Wannamaker, managing editor; Bill Oates, advertisin gmanager; O. K. Furtick,
Garner, Hartsville; Howard Driver, Aiken; and F. K. Hinnant of
Ridgeway.

assistant advertising manager; Fred
Wells, circulation manager, and R.
L. Heron, associate editor.
Faculty advisors are: B. O. Williams, professor of agricultural economics; Dean W. H. Washington,
of the education department and
Professor Ben Goodale, of the dairy
department.
Outstanding in this issue is a
guest editorial by Governor Burnet R. Maybank on "Eating Your
Cake and Having It Too."
Other articles include a story
on Dr. David R. Coker, emininent
seed breeder, "The Santee-Cooper
Project;" by R. C. Wannamaker,
"The Farmer Faces the Tariff;" by
B. W. Anderson, "The War in Europe and How It will Affect America."
This issue is paid for entirely by
advertisement, solicited by the
staff. No help was received from the
Agricultural Department, other than
advisory.

PICTURES YOU MAY
SEE AT CLEMSON
THURSDAY, DEC. 14—

Circulation for this issue will be
approximately three thousand. One
thousand will be distributed in the
barracks.
Besides the local circulation the
Agrarian goes to the parents of all
the boys taking agriculture, all
county agents, all agricultural leaders in South Carolina and the nation.
Each agricultural school
throughout the United States will
receive a copy. Included on the foreign mailing list are: the School
of Agriculture of the University of
Cambridge at Cambridge, England,
and the Scientific Library of the
Department of Agriculture and
Commerce, Manila, Philippine Islands. ,.

ASME Men Hear
Bettis' Paper
John R. Bettis presented a technical paper on the Vernon California Deasil Electric plant at the
meeting of the A. S. M. E. Monday
night. Plans were discussed at the
meeting concerning visiting the
Belton Deasil
plant,
Buzzard
Roost, and other electric plants in
South Carolina.

Mitchell Simmons, candidate for editorship of
the Tiger, is editor of this
edition.
Last week this policy
was announced: the two
leading candidates for
editorship, Mitchell Simmons and James Lever,
would be given two issues, each, of the Tiger
to edit—"for experience."
The issue published
last week and this issue
are Simmons' contributions. Lever will edit the
two following issues.
The
Tiger
changes
hands after the first semester.

Anderson Girls
Feat Clemson
At Yule Social
ByEVELYN MAHAFFY
The sophomore class of Anderson college honored the freshman
class at the annual Christmas reception, Saturday evening. AbDut
fifty stuednts from Clemson college
were special guests.
Greeting the guests in the parlors was the receiving line made
up of President Annie D. Denmark;
Mrs. Gertrude Pratt, Dean of women; Miss Mary Lou Batson> president
of the sophomores; . Miss
Elizabeth
Potts, sponsor;
Miss
Margery Carter, president of the
freshman
class, Miss
Frances
Thompson, sponsor; and Miss Helen Smith, president of student,
government.
Small
white Christmas
trees
were used In the halls. Blue lights,
pine wreaths, and mistlatoe completed the decorations. In the colonnades ginger-ale and ice-cream
were served. Tiny bells tied with
red and green ribbon were pinned
on the guests. Throughout the evening entertainment was provided
in the drawing room by Miss Katherine Culyer, Miss Jane Bridges,
and Miss Eleanor Martin.

SEASON'S GREETINGS—The entire Tiger editorial, reportorial, business, and circulation staffs
joins with the third batallion of the first regiment
in wishing the entire student body, Clemson
alumni, faculty members, Tiger readers, and Clemson supporters A MERRY CHRISTMAS. And we

add, ON TO DALLAS FOR A HAPPY AND WINWINNING NEW YEAR. With the holidays less
than a week away the holiday spirit is running
high in barracks. Greetings and Christmas trees
similar to the one shown above are being put up
by almost every Cadet company.

Young Democrats Hear State
Leaders At First Regular Meet

The John C. Calhoun chapter of
Young Democrats of Clemson entertained officers of the state association at their meeting last Friday
night in the chapel.
William Jay McGarity, state
treasurer, read a message "from the
state president, Jack Page, who
was unable to attend, and paid tribute to John C. Calhoun, South
Carolina's famed statesman. He
commended the .leaders here for
their initiative in organizing the
club.
R. Cliff Harper, state organizer,
There are 90,000 beds for the
treatment of tuberculosis in the then addressed the group. He outlined the principles and policies of
United States.

the Young Democratic clubs of
South Carolina. And expressed a
genuine pleasure as the organization of a club here.
McGarity and Jimmie Allen, of
the Wade Hampton club of Richland county, extended an invitation
to all members to attend that club's
Christmas party and dance in Columbia during the holidays,
local chapter will be your admis"Your membership card in the
sion and we'll take care of the rest
and promise you the finest entertainment that Columbia can afford," McGarity said, "and we will
be glad to arrange dates for any

Dairy Clubmen
Prepare Data
The Dairy club has started wori
on the compilation of data concerning work of graduates of th«
dairy department, it was announced this week. The information will
be printed early in 1940, Professor
B. E. Goodale of the dairy department said. The club will send a
copy of the work to each alumnus
of the dairy department.
boys who desire them." This announcement was received with applause.
Bill Wade, president, presided,
and Jimmie Lever presented the
members of the visiting delegation.
H. C. Dreher, prominent TJ. S. C.
student, accompanied the group. 8

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 20—

FIVE CAME BACK

MARCO POLO
Gary Cooper
FRIDAY, DEC. 15—
Just released by 20th Century Fox

BARRICADE
With Alice Faye and Warner Baxter
SATURDAY, DEC. 16— .

THE SECRET OF DR. KILDARE
Lew Ayers and Lionel Barrymore
Admission at Clemson is, Afternoon 15c;
30c after 6:00 o'clock.
Sunday afternoon and Sunday night, December 17, reels to be run free immediately after
the vesper programs include March of Time,
A Day At Treasure Island, and News. The
news reels will be run twice following vesper
services.
A delegation of students from Agnes Scott
College, Atlanta; and Georgia Tech, will have
charge of the vesper programs.
MONDAY, DEC. 18—

KID NIGHTINGALE
with John Payne and Jane Wyman
AFTERNOON OF DEC. 19—

STOP LOOK, AND LOVE
Jas. Rogers and William Frawley
NIGHT OF DEC. 19—

Chester Morris and Kent Taylor
THURS. and FRI., DEC. 21 and 22—

WE ARE NOT ALONE
Paul Muni and Jane Bryan
SATURDAY, DEC. 23—

THE ESCAPE
Kane Richmond—Allen Duff
MON. and TUES., DEC. 25-26—

CHAN IN THE CITY OF DARKNESS
Syd Toler—Lynn Bari
WED. and THURS., DEC. 27-28—

HERE I AM A STRANGER
Richard Greene, Brenda Joyce
FRI. and SAT., DEC. 29-30—

20,000 MEN A YEAR
Randolph Scott—M. Healy
MONDAY, JANUARY 1—

NINOTCHKA
Greta Garbo—Melvyn Douglas
TUESDAY, JANUARY 2—

THE ADVENTURER
WED., JANUARY 3 and afternoon of the 4th—

HOLLYWOOD CAVALCADE
Alice Faye—Don Ameche
NIGHT OF JANUARY 4—

THE LAST OF THE MOHICANS

ALGIERS
Chas. Boyer and Hedy LaMarr

JANUARY 5 and 6—To be announced.

COMING: Send Another Coffin; First Love, Deanna Durbin; Remember, Robert
Taylor, Greer Carson; Frontier Marshall, Randolph Scott, Binnie Barnes; Another
Thin Man, Myrna Loy, William Powell; Everything's On Ice; Elizabeth And Essex,
Bette Davis; Espionage Agent, Joel McCrea; The Coast Guard, Randolph Scott,
Frances Dee; Swanee River, Don Ameche, Andrea Leeds; Golden Boy; Four Wives;
The Return Of Dr. X.
We especially invite groups from Pendleton and Central and neighboring communities within a radius of four or five miles of the campus to come to the Y. M. C.
A. and to make use of its facilities. Boy Scouts, and others interested in passing
swimming tests are invited to contact Mr. Holtzendorff and to make arrangements
to use the pool for passing these tests. The pool at Clemson is heated to a comfortable temperature, both the water and the air in the dressing rooms and the pool.

One of the most attractive

Clemson students and campus groups are invited to use the club rooms and the
swimming pool for special parties and group meetings. Open house facilities are
provided for many of the campus groups. We will be glad to have you arrange for
an evening's entertainment for your group.

Christmas packages —see it in the stores
and order your Christmas Chesterfields now.
Chesterfields, with their real mildness,
better taste and delicious aroma, give real
pleasure to anyone who smokes.

Clemson wishes to serve you and we hope that you will co-operate with us so
that we can be of increasing usefulness to you through the Clemson Y.
Meet your friends at Clemson. There are a lot of comfortable chairs and a spacious
lobby in the Clemson Y. M. C. A.

You ccrrft buy a better cigarette.

With best wishes to all the Clemson Faculty, Clemson students, our patrons and
all friends of Clemson!
'
A Happy Christmas and the Best New Year you have experienced thus far.

VJiestertield s

B. B. HOLTZENDORFF, JR.
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